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Abstract

...............................................................................
In the past two decades, the Bathymetry Assessment System (BAS) was
developed by ARGOSS. Rijkswaterstaat AGI was closely involved in the
development. With the BAS sea depth maps can be constructed from
satellite radar images and a limited number of echo soundings, flow
data and possibly an optical image, thus allowing more efficient
bathymetric monitoring.
In 2003 it was shown by ARGOSS and Rijkswaterstaat that the BAS
products satisfy the precision requirements for monitoring in shallow
parts of the Wadden Sea and the Western Scheldt. However, the same
study also concluded that the BAS software and processing chain were
not yet on a level required for a reliable operational service.
A project was accepted in the National User Support Programme Earth
Observation (Nationaal Programma Gebruikersondersteuning
Aardobservatie, GO) to improve the BAS software and production chain
to a level required for an operational service and to check this by an
external audit. In order to be able to formulate the audit requirements
and to establish the requirements on the BAS service, Rijkswaterstaat
established its user requirements on a bathymetric service. ARGOSS
established a definition of the service, with the requirements in mind. It
also established a functional description and quality assurance system
and improved the production process.
The definition of the BAS service and the user requirements are
combined into the audit requirements: a list of items that will be
checked during the final audit, providing a clear set of references. The
project concludes with this final audit by independent consultants.
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Samenvatting

...............................................................................
Het huidige standaardproduct voor Rijkswaterstaat (RWS)
monitoringslodingen is een dieptekaart verkregen door interpolatie van
singlebeam scheeps-echolodingen met een raaiafstand van 200 meter.
In de afgelopen twintig jaar werd door ARGOSS het Bathymetry
Assessment System (BAS) ontwikkeld. Rijkswaterstaat AGI was bij de
ontwikkeling nauw betrokken. Het BAS vervaardigt dieptekaarten uit
satellietradarbeelden en een beperkt aantal echolodingen, aangevuld
met stromingsdata en eventueel een optisch beeld. Het voordeel van
het BAS is dat het minder echolodingen nodig heeft dan de traditionele
methode doordat het de fysische informatie in het satellietbeeld
gebruikt. Een raaiafstand van 600 meter is voldoende, waardoor
dieptekaarten efficiënter vervaardigd kunnen worden.
In 2003 lieten ARGOSS en Rijkswaterstaat zien dat het BAS-product
voldoet aan de precisie-eisen voor monitoring in de ondiepe delen van
de Waddenzee en de Westerschelde. Dezelfde studie concludeerde
echter dat de BAS programmatuur en de verwerkingsketen nog niet op
het niveau waren dat vereist is voor een betrouwbare operationele
dienstverlening. In het Nationaal Programma Gebruikersondersteuning
Aardobservatie (GO) werd een project gehonoreerd om de BASprogrammatuur en -verwerkingsketen te verbeteren tot het niveau dat
vereist is voor een operationele dienstverlening en om dit te controleren
door een externe audit. Dit is het eindrapport van dit project; het bevat
alle geproduceerde documenten.
Om in staat te zijn de auditvereisten te formuleren en de vereisten aan
de BAS-dienstverlening vast te stellen, stelde Rijkswaterstaat zijn
gebruikersvereisten aan een hydrografische dienstverlening vast.
ARGOSS stelde een definitie van zijn dienstverlening vast, met de
gebruikersvereisten in gedachten. Het stelde ook een functionele
beschrijving en een kwaliteitsborgingssysteem vast en verbeterde het
productieproces.
De definitie van de BAS dienstverlening en de gebruikersvereisten
worden gecombineerd in de auditvereisten: een lijst onderwerpen die
zal worden gecontroleerd gedurende de finale audit en daarmee een
heldere verzameling referenties waarover de betrokken partijen
overeenstemming hebben bereikt. Het resultaat van het project zal
worden beoordeeld door onafhankelijke externe adviseurs in de
tussentijdse beoordeling en de finale audit.
De auditoren stellen in hun auditrapport vast dat ARGOSS een
dienstverlener is die diensten aanbiedt die zeer kennisintensief zijn.
Bovendien is het een innovatief bedrijf dat veel resources investeert in
innovaties. Het kennisintensieve karakter van de Bathymetry Service
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Chain brengt potentieel het grootste risico met zich mee. In het
algemeen is de centrale focus van dergelijke bedrijven eerder gericht op
productinnovatie dan op procesbeheersing.
Het auditrapport stelt dat ARGOSS er niettemin in is geslaagd het
productieproces zodanig in te richten dat sprake is van een
aantoonbaar reproduceerbaar en verifieerbaar eindproduct.
Daarom zijn de auditors van mening dat binnen ARGOSS sprake is van
een aantoonbaar beheerste productie die in alle opzichten voldoet aan
de vereisten als geformuleerd in de projectbeschrijving: “the service is
at the level of operational readiness”. Derhalve behoeft, aldus het
auditrapport, bij Rijkswaterstaat geen twijfel te bestaan over de mate
waarin ARGOSS klaar is om langjarig de productie van dieptekaarten
voor de specifiek aangeduide gebieden te leveren tegen de vereiste
service en productvereisten als gedefinieerd in de RWS
gebruikersvereisten.
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Executive summary

...............................................................................
The current standard product for Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) monitoring
soundings is a depth map obtained from interpolation of shipborne
single beam echo soundings with a track distance of 200 meter.
In the past two decades, the Bathymetry Assessment System (BAS) was
developed by ARGOSS. Rijkswaterstaat AGI was closely involved in the
development. With the BAS sea depth maps can be constructed from
satellite radar images and a limited number of echo soundings, flow
data and possibly an optical image. The advantage of the BAS is that it
needs less echo soundings than the traditional method because it uses
the physical information in satellite images. A track distance of 600 m is
sufficient, thus allowing more efficient generation of depth maps.
In 2003 it was shown by ARGOSS and Rijkswaterstaat that the BAS
product satisfies the precision requirements for monitoring in shallow
parts of the Wadden Sea and the Western Scheldt. However, the same
study also concluded that the BAS software and processing chain were
not yet on a level required for a reliable operational service. A project
was accepted in the National User Support Programme Earth
Observation (Nationaal Programma Gebruikersondersteuning
Aardobservatie, GO) to improve the BAS software and production chain
to a level required for an operational service and to check this by an
external audit. This is the final report of this project, containing all
documents produced.
In order to be able to formulate the audit requirements and to establish
the requirements on the BAS service, Rijkswaterstaat established its user
requirements on a bathymetric service. ARGOSS established a definition
of the service, with the requirements in mind. It also established a
functional description and quality assurance system and improved the
production process.
The definition of the BAS service and the user requirements are
combined into the audit requirements: a list of items that will be
checked during the final audit, providing a clear set of references that
all parties involved can agree upon. The results of the project work will
be reviewed by independent external consultants in the mid-term
document review and a final audit.
The auditors stated in their audit report that ARGOSS is a service
provider offering services that are very knowledge intensive. Moreover,
it is an innovative company that invests many resources in innovations.
The knowledge intensive character of the Bathymetry Service Chain
potentially will lead to the largest risks. In general, the central focus of
companies like this is on product innovation, rather than on process
control.
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The audit report states that, nevertheless, ARGOSS succeeded in
establishing the production process in such a way that the end product
can be proved to be reproducible and verifiable.
Therefore, the auditors are of the opinion that it can be proved that
within ARGOSS the production takes place in a controlled way, that in
every respect complies with the requirements as formulated in the
project description: “the service is at the level of operational
readiness”. Therefore, the audit report states, there is no need for
Rijkswaterstaat to doubt on the extent to which ARGOSS for a period
of several years is able to deliver depth maps of the specifically
indicated areas, complying with the required service and product
requirements as established in the Rijkswaterstaat user requirements.
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1 Introduction
...............................................................................

1.1

Background

The current standard product for Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) monitoring
soundings is a depth map on a 20 m × 20 m grid, obtained from
interpolation of shipborne single beam echo soundings with a track
distance of 200 m. The interpolation is done with the DIGIPOL
software, which has been especially developed for this purpose. These
“vaklodingen” are part of the bathymetric monitoring program. They
are ordered by RIKZ (Rijksinstituut voor Kust en Zee, National Institute
for Coastal and Marine Management) and the soundings are performed
by the regional directorates of Rijkswaterstaat. The DIGIPOL
interpolation is done either by RIKZ or by the regional directorates,
depending on what provisions have been made.
The Bathymetry Assessment System (BAS) constructs depth maps from
the following data:
1. satellite images (radar images and optical images);
2. flow data from a tidal model on a coarse grid;
3. a limited number of echo soundings.
The BAS is suitable for shallow parts of the Wadden Sea and the
Western Scheldt. The advantage of the BAS is that it needs less echo
soundings than the traditional method because it uses the physical
information in satellite images. A track distance of 600 m is sufficient,
thus allowing more efficient generation of depth maps.
The BAS is developed and owned by the company ARGOSS. In the past
two decades, the Rijkswaterstaat Adviesdienst Geo-informatie en ICT
(AGI, formerly known as Meetkundige Dienst) was closely involved in
the development of the BAS.

1.2

Problem definition

Rijkswaterstaat stimulated the development of a 2D version of the BAS
in the period 2000–2002. A final test was ordered in 2002/2003. This
test focused on the accuracy of the BAS results as well as on the quality
of the software and the reliability of the production chain at ARGOSS.
As a result of the first workshop in March 2003 with the RIKZ and the
regional directorates, the algorithms, software and production process
of ARGOSS were evaluated. (See for a chronicle on the development of
BAS and its use within Rijkswaterstaat [L.M.Th. Swart, 2006].) The
result was mainly positive. With the current satellite infrastructure the
BAS can be applied in shallow parts of the Wadden Sea and the
Western Scheldt [J. Vogelzang, 2003]. In principle, the system can be
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implemented. However, the BAS software and processing chain were
not yet on a level required for a reliable operational service.
A project was defined aiming at improving the BAS software and
production chain to a level required for an operational service. Part of
the project was to check this by an external audit. The project was
accepted for funding in the National User Support Programme Earth
Observation (Nationaal Programma Gebruikersondersteuning
Aardobservatie, GO). This is the overall final report of this project.

1.3

Approach

The activities necessary to address the goal of the project described in
the previous section, are subdivided in work packages described below.
Those described in subsections 1.3.2, 1.3.4, 1.3.5 and 1.3.6 are
performed by ARGOSS. RWS AGI is merely involved in constructing the
ARGOSS–RWS interface and the overall project management.
However, the project manager will carefully monitor the progress in
these work packages as part of the project management. For the audit
requirements (subsection 1.3.3) and the audit (1.3.7), external auditors
are employed.
1.3.1

BAS user requirements

In order to be able to formulate the audit requirements and to establish
the requirements on the BAS service, Rijkswaterstaat establishes its user
requirements on a bathymetric service. These requirements not only
concern the accuracy of the BAS maps, but also the whole production
chain, including items like the format of input soundings delivered by
RWS, the turn-around time for the BAS processing, the reliability of the
service, etc.
This document was published as a separate report [J. Vogelzang,
W.T.B. van der Lee and L.M.Th. Swart, 2005] and is included in this
overall report as chapter 2.
The document also contains some remarks on checking the accuracy of
BAS maps. Because no procedures have been established yet to validate
a depth map, we focus on the quality of the process. Part of this can be
assessed via the parameters of the input data that give an indication of
the quality of the end product. These parameters are listed in the BAS
user requirements document (section 2.5 in this report).
1.3.2

Product definition

In the work package “product definition”, the user requirements of
RWS are translated by ARGOSS into a definition of the service. Note
that the user requirements more or less define the output of the BAS
processing chain.
The product definition is merged with the functional description (work
package 5, section 1.3.5) and quality assurance (work package 6,
section 1.3.6) in one document published by ARGOSS, The Bathymetry
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Service Chain [P. Groenewoud and H. Wensink, 2005]. This document
is included in this overall report as chapter 3.
1.3.3

Audit requirements

In the work package “audit requirements”, the definition of the BAS
service and the user requirements are combined into a list of items that
will be checked during the final audit. This work package is designed to
create a clear set of references that all parties involved can agree upon
before the actual start of the work packages concerning production
process and the audit, which ultimately deliver the backbone of the
required solution. It also sets the standard of quality.
The original audit requirements are in Dutch and included in this overall
report as Bijlage G. An English translation is included as chapter 4.
1.3.4

Production software

In the work package “production software”, version management will
be introduced for the BAS software, using a commercially available
version management tool. Also a functional description of the BAS
software will be made. These are necessary steps to ensure the
reliability and continuity of the service. It will make maintenance of the
software safer and less dependent on the original developers.
Further, a system for case administration and management will be
established. This is a necessary step to ensure the quality of the final
products. Such a system allows trace back of all input data (images,
soundings, tidal data), processing steps and operator choices involved
in the production of a depth map. Parts of it come in the quality
assurance section of the document The Bathymetry Service Chain,
included in the current report as section 3.7.
1.3.5

Production process

The work package “production process” focuses on the establishment
of an operational processing chain ESA–ARGOSS–RWS. Both technical
and organisational aspects will receive attention. Bottlenecks will be
identified and removed.
As a result, a functional description of the production process will be
made, including a risk analysis. The functional description of the
production process will also be an internal ARGOSS report, but the
relevant parts that are not confidential are included in this final report
(chapter 3).
1.3.6

Process quality

In the sixth work package, “process quality”, procedures for quality
control at ARGOSS will be defined and implemented. Also the meta
data required by Rijkswaterstaat, to control the process without actually
being present, are described. These procedures will also include the
definition of internal and external audits on the process.
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Parts of the description of the process quality work package are
described in the quality assurance section of the document The
Bathymetry Service Chain, included in the current report as section 3.7.
1.3.7

Audit

The results of the above work packages (production software,
production processes and process quality) will be reviewed in the
seventh work package, according to the criteria agreed upon in the
audit requirements (WP3). This work package consists of the mid-term
document review and a final review.
The mid-term review will guarantee that the work is progressing into
the right direction. The final review or audit will give a judgment
whether or not the BAS production software and process can be
regarded upon as operational.
The mid-term review and the audit will be performed by independent
external consultants from the companies AeroVision and IBAS ICT.
These companies have performed the first audit ordered by RWS. They
will verify that the shortcomings identified earlier are solved and
furthermore that the BAS software and process is robust, reliable and
traceable. The scope of the auditor’s involvement in the project is
restricted to work package 3, i.e. the establishment of the audit criteria,
and work package 7, the execution of the audit itself, thus ensuring
their objectiveness.
The approach outlined above has the following advantages:
• It allows maximal freedom for the service provider to tailor its
production software and processes.
• The involvement of RWS in the BAS production process is only
through his user requirements, and not in the details of the process.
This fits within the political demand for a government that makes
optimal use of the market.
• The roles and responsibilities of the end user and the provider are
well defined and separated.
• The audit is performed by independent external parties.
1.3.8

Cost-benefit analysis

One of the reasons for implementing an innovative technique like BAS
in the processes of Rijkswaterstaat is the expected cost benefit. To be
able to make a valid decision, the project proposal also contained a
cost-benefit analysis. This turned out to be a tenacious part of the
project. Some remarks on this subject can be found in chapter 6.

1.4

The results of the project

The various activities within the project contribute to the processes of
ARGOSS and Rijkswaterstaat and are results in themselves. The project
ends with the delivery of the final report that you are reading now,
describing all of these activities.
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The work package description in the previous section can serve as an
overview of the report, as all contributions to this final report are listed
there.
The conclusions and recommendations of the project are mainly those
of the audit report and are described in chapter 7. In this chapter also
some remarks on the outlook of the use of BAS can be found.
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2 BAS user requirements
...............................................................................

BAS User Requirements
BAS gebruikersvereisten

dr. J. Vogelzang
dr. W.T.B. van der Lee
ir. L.M.Th. Swart

Version 3.5, 8 September 2005
Also issued as separate Rijkswaterstaat report no. AGI-2005-GAB-021
Rijkswaterstaat Adviesdienst Geo-informatie en ICT (RWS AGI), Delft
Versiegeschiedenis
1.0–1.6 zijn de Nederlandstalige versies;
2.0–2.6 zijn de Engelse versies uit de BAS Product Description versie 1.0–1.6;
3.0 is het eerste document in onderhavige zelfstandige vorm, met
aanvullingen;
3.1–3.3 aanscherpingen en toevoeging hoofdstukken 5, 6 en 7
3.4–3.5 na bespreking in projectteam, schrappen summiere
kostenbatenhoofdstuk en met kleine verbeteringen Willem van der Lee
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2.1

Introduction

The current standard product for Rijkswaterstaat monitoring soundings
is a depth map on a 20 m × 20 m grid, obtained from interpolation of
shipborne single beam echo soundings with a track distance of 200 m.
The interpolation is done with the DIGIPOL software, which has been
especially developed for this purpose. These “vaklodingen” are part of
the bathymetric monitoring program. They are ordered by RIKZ and the
soundings are performed by the regional directorates of
Rijkswaterstaat. The DIGIPOL interpolation is done either by RIKZ or by
the regional directorates, depending on what provisions have been
made.
The Bathymetry Assessment System (BAS) constructs depth maps from
the following data:
4. satellite images (radar images and optical images);
5. flow data from a tidal model on a coarse grid;
6. a limited number of echo soundings.
At this stage the BAS is fit for use in monitoring soundings above
shallow parts of the Wadden Sea and the Western Scheldt [J.
Vogelzang, BAS validatie Eemsgeul, Report AGI-GAR-2003-24, RWSMD, Delft, 2003]. The advantage of the BAS is that it needs less echo
soundings than the traditional method because it uses the physical
information in satellite images. A track distance of 600 m is sufficient,
thus allowing more efficient generation of depth maps. The BAS is
developed and owned by the company ARGOSS.
As a result of the first workshop in March 2003 with the RIKZ and the
regional directorates, the algorithms, software and production process
of ARGOSS were evaluated. The result was mainly positive. However,
the BAS software and processing chain were not yet on a level required
for a reliable operational service. A project was accepted in the National
User Support Programme Earth Observation (Nationaal Programma
Gebruikersondersteuning Aardobservatie, GO). This project aims at
improving the BAS software and production chain to a level required
for an operational service, and to check this by an external audit. 1
In order to be able to formulate the audit requirements and to establish
the requirements on the BAS service, Rijkswaterstaat establishes its user
requirements on a bathymetric service. This is done in the current
document. 2 The user requirements pertain not only to the accuracy of

1 Project Towards implementation of the BAS within Rijkswaterstaat, NIVR-GO project 2.1
IB-31. Half of the costs of the partners (Rijkswaterstaat Adviesdienst Geo-informatie en ICT,
ARGOSS and AeroVision and IBAS ICT for the audit) are financed from this programme. The
activities are executed under Rijkswaterstaat project Inbedding BAS, RWS AGI 27931 and
27933.
2 Because of the requirements of the GO programme and the international publication of its
results, this document is in English.
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the BAS maps, but to the whole production chain, including items like
the format of input soundings delivered by RWS, the turn-around time
for the BAS processing, the reliability of the service, etc.
Two classes of bathymetric service based on the BAS are being
distinguished. In the class 1 service, the echo soundings are collected
by RWS and the BAS processing is performed by ARGOSS. This service
fits easily in today’s practice. In the class 2 service, ARGOSS takes
responsibility of the production of bathymetric maps, including the
echo soundings needed. This service fits well in the philosophy that the
government should make use of commercial services whenever
possible. These service models are presented in section 2.2.
The user requirements can be split into two groups: requirements on
the BAS product (technical requirements) and requirements on the BAS
service (organisational requirements). The requirements on the BAS
product deal with precision, reliability (concerning delivery of a depth
map), uniformity (comparability of the depth maps for all areas in the
Netherlands), and data format. These requirements are discussed in
section 2.3. The requirements for the BAS service deal with the delivery
time and place, quality of the production process and the service, its
reliability, the continuity of the BAS service and the cost. These
requirements are discussed in section 2.4.
Although strictly speaking not belonging to the user requirements, this
document also contains other remarks of interest to the BAS process.
For the proper application of the BAS map, the quality needs to be
validated. This can be done either by validation of the product itself or
by focussing on the quality of the production process. Because no
procedures have been established yet to validate a depth map, we
focus on the quality of the process of production of a depth map with
BAS. During this process, input data are used that determine, or
influence, the quality of the resulting map. In section 2.5 the
parameters of these input data are discussed. In section 2.6 the
validation of the depth map as a product itself is discussed.

2.2

BAS service models

Two different classes of bathymetric service based on the BAS are being
distinguished.
1. Class 1 service, in which the echo soundings are collected by RWS
and the BAS processing is performed by ARGOSS. This service fits
easily in today’s practice;
2. Class 2 service, in which ARGOSS takes responsibility of the
production of bathymetric maps, including the echo soundings
needed. This service fits well in the philosophy that the government
should make use of commercial services whenever possible.
In section 2.2.1 the class 1 service is discussed. Section 2.2.2 is
dedicated to the service class 2.
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2.2.1

Service class 1, scheme and milestones

Service class 1 is a production process in which ARGOSS and RWS
share the work. Therefore both parties depend on each other to
produce the required product. RWS orders ARGOSS to apply the BAS
to shipborne single beam echo soundings with a track distance of 600
m supplied by RWS. The necessary satellite images will be provided by
third parties and flow data in the relevant time frame for the relevant
area will be supplied by ARGOSS. This will lead to a depth map which
will be delivered to RWS. Figure 2.1 shows the class 1 service scheme.

RWS :
DATA

Process data
Echo soundings

Not
Complete
Not
correct

Receives and
Validates

ARGOSS

BAS

DATA

DATA

Satelite images
Current soundings

BAS software version
BAS logarithms

Process data
Product data

Not
Complete
Not
Correct\t

RWS :

Receives and
validates

:
Figure 2.1

Class 1 service scheme

Production
The milestones are:
1. Reception, validation and acceptation of echo sounding data from
RWS by ARGOSS.
2. Reception and validation Depth
of satellite images from third parties by
chart
ARGOSS; generation and validation of flow data by ARGOSS.
3. BAS map production by ARGOSS.
4. BAS map delivery by ARGOSS to RWS.
5. Reception and validation of the BAS map by RWS.
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2.2.2

Service class 2

Service class 2 is a production process in which RWS orders ARGOSS to
deliver depth charts of specific areas using the BAS method. ARGOSS is
responsible for collecting all data needed, including the echo soundings.
Figure 2.2 shows the class 2 service scheme.

Orderform

RWS : Order

ARGOSS
(Third parties)

DATA

Not
Complete
Not
Correct\t

Process data
Echo soundings

Satelite images
Current soundings

Not
Complete
Not
Correct\t

Receives and
Validates

BAS

DATA

DATA

BAS software version
BAS logarithms

Process data
Product data

Production

Depth
chart

Not
Complete
Not
Correct\t

RWS :

Figure 2.2

Receives
and
validates

Class 2 service scheme

The milestones for the class 2 service scheme are :
1. Reception and validation of echo sounding data and satellite images
from third parties by ARGOSS; generation and validation of flow
data by ARGOSS.
2. BAS map production by ARGOSS.
3. BAS map delivery by ARGOSS to RWS.
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4. Reception and validation of the BAS map by RWS.
Since RWS in this service class is no longer able to monitor the quality
of the echo soundings, this type of service needs extra user
requirements. The quality of the hydrographic service within RWS is
described in the QMS; a similar quality management system will be
necessary in this service class. See also section 2.5.1.

2.3

Requirements on the BAS product

The BAS user requirements can be split into two groups: requirements
on the BAS product (technical requirements), discussed in this section,
and requirements on the BAS service (organisational requirements),
discussed in section 2.4.
The requirements on the BAS product are:
1. Precision: the precision of the BAS map must not be worse than that
of the current standard DIGIPOL map.
2. Reliability: data acquisition should be reliable enough to guarantee
delivery of a depth map.
3. Uniformity: depth maps must be comparable for all areas in the
Netherlands and for all kinds of areas in terms of quality, resolution,
etc.
4. Data format: the BAS map is on a North-oriented grid with 20 m
grid size in an ASCII (e.g., XML) format.
These items are discussed in the next subsections.
2.3.1

Precision

Nowadays monitoring soundings are collected from ships with a single
beam echo sounder along transects 200 m apart. The pattern of
transects is fixed and defined in such a way that the transects are as
much as possible perpendicular to banks and channels. The soundings
are interpolated to a North oriented grid with a mesh of 20 m using the
DIGIPOL interpolation software. The resulting DIGIPOL map is the
standard monitoring product.
The error in a DIGIPOL map consists of three components:
1. Slowly varying errors or systematic errors in the echo soundings.
These errors vary over distances ranging from several hundreds of
meters to tens of kilometers. They are caused by errors in measuring
position and orientation of the ship. Together these errors add up to
about 5 cm. Both DIGIPOL and BAS copy these errors and will
therefore exhibit the same systematic errors. Note that sand volume
calculations require a minimal systematic error (see the remark at the
end of this section).
2. Noise in the soundings. This varies from point to point and has a
standard deviation of about 10 cm. More precisely: the standard
deviation is 9 cm at a depth of 10 m and 11 cm at a depth of 20 m.
This error averages out in sand volume calculations.
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3. Interpolation errors.
a. If individual soundings fall within a grid cell, DIGIPOL assigns the
average value to that cell. Such a cell becomes a support point in
the interpolation process. The depth in a support point will be
quite precise because of the averaging.
b. DIGIPOL interpolates between the support points which causes
an additional error that increases with distance to the support
points. This error consists of the pure interpolation error and the
error due to the idealisation of the bottom topography. The
standard deviation of the interpolation error can be 50 cm or
more, depending on the shape of the bottom between the
support points.
There are very few cases in which additional soundings are available
to check the accuracy of the DIGIPOL interpolation. However, a
method has been developed to estimate the interpolation error
made by DIGIPOL without using additional soundings [C.J. Calkoen,
Nauwkeurigheidsstudie DIGIPOL, Report A135, ARGOSS,
Marknesse, 1998]. This method is implemented in the most recent
version of DIGIPOL; validation by RIKZ is under study at the time of
writing.
The expected difference between an independent sounding and the
depth value in the corresponding grid cell of a DIGIPOL map will vary
with position. When the grid cell happens to be a support point the
difference is expected to be small. When the grid cell lies far away from
the support points, the expected difference will be much larger. The
simplest measure for the quality of a standard depth map is therefore
the spatial averaged standard deviation relative to independent
soundings.
The BAS is an interpolator like DIGIPOL. The difference is that the BAS
uses physical information in satellite images to steer the interpolation
process, thus allowing larger distances between the support points and,
hence, between the transects of echo soundings. Both the BAS and
DIGIPOL copy slowly varying errors. In support points the BAS will, like
DIGIPOL, yield a more accurate estimate of the depth than between
the transects (though the BAS has some freedom to deviate from the
echo soundings). Outside the support points the BAS bases its
interpolation on the information in satellite images. Image noise and
interpretation errors will cause an interpolation error.
From these considerations it is concluded that the (spatially) averaged
standard deviation relative to independent soundings is a good measure
for the accuracy of both the DIGIPOL and the BAS map.
The average standard deviation of a BAS map should not exceed that
of the current standard product, a DIGIPOL interpolation of soundings
with 200 m transect distance. The actual value of the spatially averaged
standard deviation is currently under study. 3

3 The interpolation error made by DIGIPOL increases quadratically with the distance to the
support points (the soundings) [C.J. Calkoen, Nauwkeurigheidsstudie DIGIPOL, Report
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It must be remarked that the user requirements on precision are
expected to become more severe in the future. There is a need to make
sand volume calculations on a time scale from 3 to 6 years, which is
already difficult to achieve with todays precision. Activities like gas
extraction in the Wadden Sea may lead to the need for depth maps
with higher accuracy (and/or frequency) in order to assess the net
effect of bottom subsidence and increased sedimentation. However, as
shown above, such applications require minimal systematic errors which
are mainly induced by the echo soundings, and less by the DIGIPOL
interpolation or the BAS processing.
2.3.2

Reliability

Monitoring soundings are gathered with a frequency ranging from once
every three years for the Western Scheldt and the coastal zone to once
every six years for the Wadden Sea and Eastern Scheldt, depending on
the speed of erosion or sedimentation and the importance for shipping.
In order to guarantee continuity in the monitoring data set, a sounding
must be performed in the year it is planned.
The BAS needs not only satellite data but also echo soundings and flow
data. Radar images require suitable wind and current conditions while
optical images require cloudless conditions. As a rule of thumb, satellite
data can be acquired in a period ranging from six weeks before to six
weeks after collecting the echo soundings, unless a heavy storm occurs
which may change the bottom drastically. So far, archived satellite data
have been used without major problems. If Rijkswaterstaat decides to
use the BAS on a routine base for a significantly large area, all possible
satellite data should be acquired. In that case, ARGOSS should make
provisions with the providers of satellite images.
Data delivery is guaranteed to a sufficient level for DIGIPOL maps. For
the BAS service, delivery of depth maps with a quality as agreed upon
must be guaranteed by ARGOSS; as a consequence this could
eventually mean that ARGOSS deliveres a depth map produced with a
conventional technique if the acquisition quality parameters are in
disfavour to the application of BAS.

A135, ARGOSS, Marknesse, 1998], and from this, the spatially averaged error can be
estimated without using additional soundings. Without independent soundings, the
precision of a BAS map can be calculated from this DIGIPOL precision and the difference
with the DIGIPOL interpolated map, see [J. Vogelzang, L-band SAR voor bathymetrische
toepassingen, report AGI/31505/GAR006, January 2005, § 3.4] and the ARGOSS-memo
[Methode om de nauwkeurigheid van BAS en DIGIPOL te vergelijken, February 2003]. The
error strongly depends on the type of bottom topography and is largest at tidal channels,
but there DIGIPOL and BAS behave very different [J. Vogelzang, BAS validatie Eemsgeul,
report AGI-GAR-2003-24, September 2003]. In Opnametechnieken vaklodingen (N.
Wiegmann et al., report AGI-2005-GSMH-012, May 2005) this method is used for Vak 3 in
the Western Scheldt, but for the first time also a comparison between the DIGIPOL
interpolation of 200-meter sounding transects and independent multibeam data is made [§
A.1]. This yields, for this particular area, a DIGIPOL interpolation precision of σ = 25 cm.
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2.3.3

Uniformity

The accuracy of the depth maps may not depend on the area under
consideration: depth maps of the Wadden Sea must have the same
quality as those of the Western Scheldt, assuming, of course,
comparable variability in the depth. One must be able to compare BAS
maps and DIGIPOL maps without noticing differences caused by the
production method.
Note that maps based on multibeam soundings cannot be compared
with DIGIPOL maps, because a multibeam map shows many details
that are not present in maps based on interpolation of single beam
soundings.
2.3.4

Data format

The BAS map must be delivered in a north oriented grid in the RD
system with a grid size of 20 m. The X- and Y-coordinates of the lower
left corner of each grid cell should be a multiple of 20 m. The BAS map
should be in an ASCII (e.g., XML) format.
2.3.5

Echo soundings (in case of class 2 service)

In the case of class 2 soundings, ARGOSS takes responsibility of the
collection of single beam echo soundings with 600 m track distance.
These soundings should be produced with identical precision to the
RWS soundings. In particular, recording of the horizontal and vertical
position of the ship should be done with Real Time Kinematic (RTK)
GPS in order to minimise slowly varying errors. These data should be
stored in ASCII format. Provisions need to be made for storing
metadata.

2.4

Requirements on the BAS service

The user requirements can be split into two groups: requirements on
the BAS product (technical requirements), discussed in the previous
section, and requirements on the BAS service (organizational
requirements), discussed hereafter.
The requirements for the BAS service are:
1. Delivery time and place: the BAS map has to be delivered before
November 15 of the year the map was ordered. It has to be
delivered at RIKZ.
2. Quality: the production process and the service should meet the
quality standards required by RWS.
3. Reliability: the production process and the service should be
reliable. The BAS software should be stable and robust enough to
guarantee delivery of a depth map.
4. Continuity: the BAS service must be guaranteed for a period of six
years at least.
5. Cost: the BAS service should lead to efficiency improvements for
RWS.
These items are discussed in the next subsections.
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2.4.1

Time and place

The BAS map should be delivered before November 15 of the year in
which the soundings are collected. Delivery time is not crucial for
bathymetric monitoring purposes. The BAS maps are delivered at RIKZ,
addressed to the officer responsible for the programme of monitoring
soundings, unless agreed otherwise.
2.4.2

Quality

The requirements on accuracy of the depth map have been defined in
the previous section. The production process and the production
software should be well defined and robust. It should always be
possible to trace back the map production process to detect errors.
ARGOSS should be accessible during office hours for questions and
comments. In more detail, the requirements are:
• Every milestone in the production process must be documented. The
documentation includes data on the method used, the time frame in
which the data were collected, the parties involved and the software
version used.
• All process documentation must be stored for a period of 6 years or
until a new map has been made of the same area.
• All process documentation must be available to RWS and needs to
be supplied on request within a time frame of 48 hours.
• The BAS quality assurance must include standard forms and formats
for documentation and storage of all documents and data.
• All data required for delivering a depth map should be stored along
with the process data and will be stored for a period of 6 years or
until a new chart has been made of the same area.
• Every change in the production process within a period in which
ARGOSS is contractually obligated to deliver depth maps must be
validated by ARGOSS and approved by RWS before implementation.
In case of the class 1 service, ARGOSS should validate and accept the
echo soundings supplied by RWS prior to the production of a BAS
depth map.
Validation of the BAS product by RWS will be part of the delivery
process. RWS can return the delivered product if validation
demonstrates that the product and/or service requirements are not
met.
ARGOSS is required to define the process and to formulate its quality
assurance measures in such a way that it will comply with the RWS
demands of traceability of product to source, verification of all process
steps (milestones), configuration management of BAS software and
availability of documentation.
2.4.3

Reliability

ARGOSS must honour its obligations towards Rijkswaterstaat. The
description of the production process and of the software used should
be up to date and provide all necessary information for ARGOSS
employees to fulfil their tasks.
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2.4.4

Continuity

If Rijkswaterstaat decides to use the depth map service based upon the
BAS on a routine base for a significantly large area, it must be
guaranteed for a period of six years at least (the cycle for monitoring
soundings).
2.4.5

Costs

The BAS service should lead to efficiency improvements for RWS.
Because of the financial system used by Dutch governmental
organisations like Rijkswaterstaat, this means that the ‘out of pocket’
costs for Rijkswaterstaat using the BAS should be lower than those
using conventional techniques.
The out of pocket costs for the conventional technique consist of ship
time, man hours of the crew and for data processing including DIGIPOL
interpolation. Use of BAS will result in executing echo soundings at
transects 600 m apart instead of 200 m and hence in a saving. The
costs of the BAS service must be lower than this saving.
A comparison on precision, reliability, uniformity, continuity and costbenefit of techniques for depth maps used for monitoring is currently
under study. In this study, the costs of echo soundings with and
without use of the BAS will be compared for two specific cases: an area
in the Western Scheldt and one in de Wadden Sea.

2.5

Indicators of the quality parameters for the BAS
process

2.5.1

Introduction

The BAS process yields a depth map with a certain quality. For the
proper application of the map – and possibly for the acceptance of the
delivered product – the quality needs to be validated. This can be done
in two ways.
• One could validate the product itself, i.e., the BAS depth map could
be validated by a numerical comparison with independent depth
data.
• One could argue that if the focus is on the quality of the process
and the individual steps within it, then the product should be on the
required quality level.
Because no procedures have been established yet to validate a depth
map (see section 2.6), we focus on the quality of the process. This is
done by an assessment of the production process and its quality
assurance described by ARGOSS in The bathymetry service chain.
Furthermore, during the process of production of a depth map with
BAS, input data are used that determine, or influence, the quality of the
resulting map. In the following sections, the parameters of these input
data that give an indication of the quality of the end product are
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discussed. These parameters should be delivered as metadata of the
BAS product by ARGOSS.
In section 2.6 the validation of the depth map as a product itself is
discussed.
2.5.2

Input data: echo soundings

The quality of the echo soundings will be quaranteed in the future via
the Quality Management System (QMS), the Rijkswaterstaat standard
description. Please refer to the documents concerning QMS.
2.5.3

Input data: radar images

• Only images of well-known satellites should be used: ERS, ENVISAT
and/or RADARSAT. A list of the image products used should be
supplied, likely PRI images.
• The parameters of the images used should be supplied: satellite,
sensor, image mode, date, time, orbit number, frame number.
• Clear images of the area serve to assess the quality of the radar
image and to check for ship tracks and other features not related to
bottom topography.
• The administration of masked areas should be supplied: areas not
suitable for processing due to ship tracks and other features not
related to bottom topography.
2.5.4

Input data: optical images

In order to discriminate between tidal flats and channels and for better
positioning of the land-water boundary and masking, optical images
may be used.
• Only images of well-known optical satellites should be used, like
LANDSAT, SPOT an other; no obscure sources should be used.
• The parameters of the images used should be supplied: satellite,
sensor, image mode, date, time, orbit number, frame number.
• Clear images of the area serve to assess the quality of the optical
image.
• The administration of masked areas should be supplied: areas not
suitable for processing due to disturbing features not related to
bottom topography.
2.5.5

Input data: current vectors

• A list of used current vectors (position, current velocity and current
direction) should be supplied.
• The model used to calculate the current vectors should be named,
the model schematisation, the way it was calibrated and validated.
2.5.6

Input data: hydro-meteo conditions

• A graph of the wind speed should be supplied at a station not
further away from the mapping area than 100 km (e.g.), during the
time interval between acquisition of the satellite image and the echo
soundings, to guarantee that storms did not disturb the bottom
topography over that interval.
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• Information should be supplied on the atmospheric stratification,
that could influence the wind-seasurface-interaction and hence the
radar cross section.
2.5.7

Processing data

• Version number of the used software.
• Log of the steps and decisions taken during processing including the
motivation of the decisions.
• Log of the parameters used.
• Name of the operator for the different processing steps.
2.5.8

Auxiliary products

• Clear images of the simulated radar images.
• Clear images of the simulated current fields for each of the
simulated radar images.
• The values of the gain parameters in the forward model for each of
the simulated radar images (together with the simulated current
fields, this can be used to calculate the simulated radar image).
• The value of the terms of the minimised cost function.
• The weights of the terms of the minimised cost function.
The correct interpretation of the last three parameters needs some
specialistic knowledge. Therefore the choices for these parameters must
be motivated in a log.

2.6

Validation of the depth map

At this moment there is no clear procedure how Rijkswaterstaat should
validate depth maps. One could argue that we focus on the quality
assurance of the process and the individual steps within it, then the
product should be on the required quality level. This is why the
production process and its quality assurance, described by ARGOSS in
The bathymetry service chain, is assessed by an audit. Furthermore, the
input data used during the process of production of a depth map with
BAS can give an indication of the quality of the end product. These are
discussed in section 2.5.
The werkgroup hydrografie is currently developing a procedure to
validate depth maps, including a BAS map. Till now, BAS maps were
produced as pilots parallel to echo soundings that suffice to calculate a
depth map with DIGIPOL. The way to validate the BAS map, based on
a selection of the echo soundings on 600-meter transects, by
comparing it with the DIGIPOL map based on the complete set of
soundings on 200-meter transects, is best described in [J. Vogelzang, Lband SAR voor bathymetrische toepassingen, report
AGI/31505/GAR006, January 2005, § 3.4] and the ARGOSS-memo
[Methode om de nauwkeurigheid van BAS en DIGIPOL te vergelijken,
February 2003]. See note 3 in section 2.3.1.
If the BAS is used on a routine base, only echo soundings on 600-meter
transects will be acquired, because this will lead to the prospected
efficiency improvement. The validation as done in the pilots will not be
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possible anymore and independent soundings will be needed to
validate the BAS depth map. In Opnametechnieken vaklodingen (N.
Wiegmann et al., report AGI-2005-GSMH-012, May 2005) the
DIGIPOL interpolation of 200-meter sounding transects for Vak 3 in
the Western Scheldt is compared to independent multibeam data, but
for shallow water and tidal flats multibeam is not available. Probably,
the BAS depth map can be validated in a manner similar to what is
done in laser altimetry: use of areas with known depth and separate
soundings diagonally over the mapped area. Development of such
procedures must be done in practice and requires several years, which
takes the actual definition of the validation and acceptance procedure
beyond the scope of this project.
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3.1

Introduction

The purpose of this document is to define the bathymetry service and
its products at ARGOSS, taillored to the user requirements of
Rijkswaterstaat. These user requirements are documented in a separate
RWS report: “BAS user requirements” (chapter 2 in this overall report).
Quality assurance procedures are also part of this report.
Rijkswaterstaat is interested in use of the service of ARGOSS for
carrying out their “vaklodingen”, a regular survey of the depth of
shallow coastal waters.
Within Rijkswaterstaat, the current standard product of monitoring
depth is a depth map on a 20 m × 20 m grid obtained from
interpolation of shipborne single beam echo soundings with a track
distance of 200 m. The interpolation is done with the DIGIPOL
software, which has been developed especially for this purpose. The
“vaklodingen” are ordered by RIKZ, and the soundings are performed
by the regional directorates of RWS. The DIGIPOL interpolation is done
either by RIKZ or by the regional directorates.
The Bathymetry Assessment System (BAS) constructs depth maps from
the following data:
1. Satellite images (radar images and optical images);
2. Flow data from a tidal model on a coarse grid;
3. A limited number of echo soundings.
At this stage the BAS is fit for use in monitoring soundings
(“vaklodingen”) above shallow parts of the Wadden Sea and the
Western Scheldt [J. Vogelzang, L-band SAR voor bathymetrische
toepassingen, report AGI/31505/GAR006, January 2005, § 3.4] , [J.
Vogelzang, BAS validatie Eemsgeul, Report AGI-GAR-2003-24, RWSMD, Delft, 2003] and the ARGOSS-memo [Methode om de
nauwkeurigheid van BAS en DIGIPOL te vergelijken, February 2003].
The advantage of the BAS is that it needs fewer echo soundings than
the traditional method because it uses the physical information in
satellite images. A track distance of 600 m is sufficient, thus allowing
more efficient generation of depth maps. The BAS is developed and
owned by ARGOSS.
This report gives a summary of the user requirements in section 3.2.
The bathymetry product is defined in section 3.3. The service chain, its
global functional decomposition, the interface to Rijkswaterstaat and
third parties and a typical ordering sequence can be found in section
3.4. Section 3.5 describes the core element of the chain, the BAS2D
kernel in more detail. Here the functional decomposition of BAS2D and
a typical depth map production scenario are given. Section 3.6 contains
instructions for the BAS2D operator. Finally, the quality assurance
procedures are found in section 3.7. The appendices belonging to the
original ARGOSS-report are included among the appendices of this
overall final report.
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Other BAS2D related documents available at ARGOSS are




3.2

BAS2D models and algorithms for retrieval of shallow water
bathymetry from radar images, C.F. de Valk, July 2003
Getting started with BAS2D, C.F. de Valk, G.H.F.M. Hesselmans,
June 2003
Geocoder user manual, S.Hulst, G.H.F.M. Hesselmans, May 2004

Summary of the user requirements

Please refer to the Rijkswaterstaat report “BAS User Requirements”
(included in this overall report as chapter 2) for the exact formulation
of the user requirements. In this RWS report, two service classes are
distinguished:
1. Service class 1, in which the echo soundings are collected by RWS
and the BAS processing is performed by ARGOSS. This service fits
easily in today’s practice;
2. Service class 2, in which ARGOSS takes responsibility of the
production of bathymetric maps, including the echo soundings
needed. This service fits well in the philosophy that the government
should make use of commercial services whenever possible.
In summary, the requirements on the BAS product are:
1. Precision: the precision of the BAS map must not be worse than that
of the current standard DIGIPOL map.
2. Reliability: data acquisition should be reliable enough enough to
guarantee delivery of a depth map.
3. Uniformity: depth maps must be comparable for all area’s in the
Netherlands and for all kinds of area’s in terms of quality, resolution,
etc.
4. Data format: the BAS map is on a North-oriented grid with 20 m
grid size in ASCII (e.g. XML) format.
The requirements on the BAS service are:
1. Delivery time and place: the BAS map has to be delivered before
November 15 of the year the map was ordered. It has to be
delivered at RIKZ.
2. Quality: the production process and the service should meet the
quality standards required by RWS.
3. Reliability: the production process and the service should be
reliable. The BAS software should be stable and robust enough to
guarantee delivery of a depth map.
4. Continuity: the BAS service must be guaranteed for a period of six
years at least.
5. Cost: the BAS service should lead to efficiency improvements for
RWS.
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3.3

Product description

The bathymetry service delivers a depth chart (for a specified area) in a
north oriented grid in the RD system with a grid size of 20 m. The Xand Y-coordinates of the lower left corner of each grid cell are a
multiple of 20 m. The BAS map will be in ASCII file format, per grid
point containing



Co-ordinates x and y
Depth d

The computed depth (d) is in m relative to mean sea level. For the
North Sea, mean sea level is equal to NAP. The depth matrix (possibly
with missing values) relates to a equidistant, rectangular grid (exactly)
covering the area of interest. The area of interest is a rectangle and the
positive x-axis and y-axis points to the east and north respectively.
Using a standard state-of-the-art personal computer and a grid step of
25 m, the maximum area size is about 100 km2 .
In addition to the depth data file, the service delivers meta data related
to the depth matrix:














Project/area identification, e.g. ‘domburg’
Run/case identification, fixed to ‘Rijkswaterstaat’
Processing date/time (local time) in yyyymmddhhmm format, e.g.
‘200408111430’
Name of the operator who generated the depth map
Variable name and unit, fixed to ‘depth’ and ‘m relative to NAP’
Version label(s) of the bathymetry service software used, e.g.
‘bas2d_1.2_11aug2004’, ‘geocoder_2.0_10jul2003’
Location of the area of interest, i.e. most western, most eastern,
most southern and most northern grid point in meters RD
Width and height of the area of interest in meters
Grid step size in meters
Total no. of grid points, no. of grid points in x-direction and in ydirection
Number of iterations needed
Name of the related depth data file, e.g.
‘depth_200408111430_c20m_domburg.dat’
Data record description, e.g. ‘x-RD (m), y-RD (m), d (m relative to
NAP)’

Finally, a short Word (1 or 2 pages) document will be delivered in
which the case, that is the situation at the site and the (critical)
decisions taken, are summarized. Plots of the area of interest, the
satellite image(s), the sounding tracks and the resulting depth map are
included in this document.
So the response to a Rijkswaterstaat order for a depth chart of a
specified area consists of the following 3 parts:
1. Depth matrix
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2. Meta data related to the depth matrix
3. Case summary in a Word document
The results will be made available through FTP over the Internet (and
on CD if requested).

3.4

The bathymetry service chain

Figure 1 The bathymetry service chain. Colour relates to external parties.
Validation processes are explained in sections 3.7.2.6 and 3.7.2.7.
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3.4.1

Overview

The trigger for the BAS service chain, shown in Figure 1, to start is the
arrival of a formal product order from Rijkswaterstaat for a depth map.
Such a request contains the following information:




Information on areas (geographical boundaries) to be surveyed.
Information on time window when the survey will be carried out.
Location of survey lines.

To produce a depth map, the following steps are taken:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Order survey, satellite image(s), current and water level
Validate the above data and update the data status memo
Geo-code radar image(s)
Geo-code optical image(s)
Compute depth map with BAS2D
Validate the computed depth map against reference soundings
Deliver the depth map to Rijkswaterstaat

The response to a Rijkswaterstaat order is a depth chart as described in
the previous section.
3.4.2

Planning of production

The planning for the monitoring of soundings is known years before
data collection, as continuity in the monitoring program requires a
regular update for each area. Rijkswaterstaat shares this planning with
ARGOSS.
For each year, Rijkswaterstaat makes a detailed planning specifying the
time windows in which each area has to be mapped. This is ready three
months before the new survey year will start (i.e. at October 1 of the
year before). Based on this planning, RWS asks ARGOSS for an offer
for mapping the shallow areas in the Wadden Sea and the Western
Scheldt. A map production order will be given at least two months
before the planned collection of the echo soundings in order to give
ARGOSS opportunity to order the satellite data needed.
Any changes in the yearly survey planning of Rijkswaterstaat or within
satellite acquisition planning will be communicated and discussed
immediately (within 1 week) between ARGOSS and Rijkswaterstaat and
if required an updated plan will be settled.
3.4.3

Map production

The actual production of a depth map by the bathymetry service at
ARGOSS is based on an order placed by Rijkswaterstaat. After receipt
of the order, ARGOSS collects the necessary input data:
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Water level and flow vectors, preferably from an harmonic analysis
of tidal models
Satellite data, from ESA or, if needed, other satellite data
providers.

Next, ARGOSS will produce, validate and deliver the required depth
map. Apart from the bulk depth data, the product delivered will contain
meta data which can be used to trace back the input data used by the
bathymetry service. In addition, a short case summary document will be
delivered.
ARGOSS will validate the bathymetry product by using a subset of the
echo soundings, which is not used in the calibration phase.
Rijkswaterstaat could validate the computed depth chart against their
standard DIGIPOL product or additional independent echo soundings.
3.4.4

Interface ARGOSS-Rijkswaterstaat

This section describes the interface between the bathymetry service at
ARGOSS, and Rijkswaterstaat. In case of service class 1, Rijkswaterstaat
will supply echo soundings to ARGOSS. Under service class 2, ARGOSS
obtains the echo soundings from a third party.
Data and documents interchanged between ARGOSS and
Rijkswaterstaat are:





Long term (survey) planning from Rijkswaterstaat (updated at least
once a year)
Map production order from Rijkswaterstaat
Echo soundings from Rijkswaterstaat (service class 1)
Depth map from ARGOSS

Long term (survey) planning from Rijkswaterstaat
Rijkswaterstaat maintains a long term planning for surveys and/or
mapping of particular areas.
The planning contains a time schedule for particular areas to be
 surveyed and (plots of) survey lines to be monitored (service class
1) or
 mapped (service class 2)
The format could well be the standard Rijkswaterstaat format. The long
term planning is sent to ARGOSS through E-mail or fax.
Map production order from Rijkswaterstaat
A map production order is issued for one (rectangular) area and one
time window and the response is one depth map, related meta data
and case summary. The order is sent to ARGOSS through E-mail or fax,
using some standard request template like:
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Order attribute

Example value

Unique identification

B1

Date issued

01-dec-2001

Responsible Rijkswaterstaat employee
Responsible ARGOSS employee
Name of area

Domburg

Most western point

230000 m RD

Most eastern point

240000 m RD

Most southern point

620000 m RD

Most northern point

630000 m RD

Start time window

01-jul-2001

End time window

01-nov-2001

Location of survey lines

Plot of survey lines
Waypoints

Table 1 Map production order attributes

Echo soundings from Rijkswaterstaat
Echo soundings from Rijkswaterstaat are depth values given along
survey lines. Obviously, the accuracy of the BAS product relates directly
to the accuracy of the soundings and the density of the tracks. Survey
lines and waypoints are defined in the map production order.
The co-ordinates are in meters RD. The observed depth, is in m relative
to mean sea level (equal to NAP for the North Sea). Thus the observed
depth is always greater than zero.
The format of the file is ASCII.
This file will be made available through FTP over the Internet (and on
CD if requested).
Depth map from ARGOSS
The response to a Rijkswaterstaat order is the depth chart described in
section 3.3.
3.4.5

Interface ARGOSS-third parties

This section describes the interface between ARGOSS and third parties.
Under service class 2, ARGOSS gets the echo soundings from a third
party.
Data and documents interchanged between ARGOSS and third parties
are:
 Echo soundings between ARGOSS and a third party (service class
2)
 Satellite images and meta data between ARGOSS and GEOSERVE
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Long term image acquisition planning (areas and periods;
updated at least once per year) from ARGOSS to GEOSERVE
o List of relevant satellite images and quick looks (updated say
once per month) from GEOSERVE to ARGOSS
o Satellite images between ARGOSS and GEOSERVE
Current and water level data between ARGOSS and third party
o



Echo soundings
ARGOSS will issue a survey order to get echo soundings for a specified
area and period based on the long term survey planning. The order is
sent by ARGOSS through E-mail or fax, using some standard request
template similar to a map production order from Rijkswaterstaat (as
shown in table 1).
The third party will supply echo soundings as
x,y,d
triplets stored in a ASCII file. One comma-separated record per
measurement. The co-ordinates, denoted by x and y, are in meters RD.
The observed depth, denoted by d, is in m relative to mean sea level
(equal to NAP for the North Sea) . Thus the observed depth is always
greater than zero. This file will be made available through FTP over the
Internet (and on CD if requested).
Obviously, the accuracy of the BAS product relates directly to the
accuracy of the soundings and the density of the tracks.
Currents and water level
ARGOSS will issue an order to assess current and water level for a
specified area and period based on the long term survey planning. The
order is sent by ARGOSS through E-mail or fax, using some standard
request template similar to a map production order from
Rijkswaterstaat (as shown in table 1).
The third party will supply water level (and change of water level) as
x,y,w,dwdt
records stored in a ASCII file. Here w is the water level in m +NAP and
dwdt is the rate of change of water level in m/s.
Current vectors are supplied as
x,y,u,du
records stored in a second ASCII file. Here u and du represent flow
velocity in m/s and flow direction in degrees (relative to true north and
‘going to’) respectively.
These 2 files will be made available through FTP over the Internet (and
on CD if requested).
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3.4.6

Typical time schedule and ordering scenario

For each year, RWS makes a detailed planning specifying the time
windows in which each area has to be mapped. Under service class 1,
this planning contains the surveys. Under service class 2, ARGOSS will
do the survey planning. The table below lists long term actions:
Deadline

Actor

Receiver

Action

Product

October 1

Rijkswaterstaat

ARGOSS

Update long term planning

Planning for this year

October 1

Rijkswaterstaat

ARGOSS

Update long term survey planning

Survey planning for this

of year

(service class 1)

of year
before
year

before
October 1

ARGOSS

of year

(service class 2)

Third party

Update long term survey planning

Survey planning for this
year

before
January

ARGOSS

GEOSERVE

Update long term image acquisition

Image acquisition

Before

ARGOSS

Rijkswaterstaat

planning

planning

Compute depth map

Depth map

Rijkswaterstaat
ARGOSS

ARGOSS

Communicate on changes in long

Updated survey

Rijkswaterstaat

term (survey) planning

planning

ARGOSS

GEOSERVE

Communicate on changes in long

Updated acquisition

GEOSERVE

ARGOSS

term image acquisition planning

planning

ARGOSS

Third party

Communicate on changes in long

Updated survey

(service class 2)

ARGOSS

term survey planning

planning

November
15

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

Third party

Table 2a Typical planning for a specific year
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The next table gives a typical sequence and time schedule for the
ordering and production of one depth chart. Time T0 denotes some
foreseen survey start, according to the long term Rijkswaterstaat
(service class 1) or ARGOSS (service class 2) survey planning.

Deadline
T0

Actor

Receiver

Action

Product

Rijkswaterstaat

ARGOSS

Issue order for a bathymetry

Map production

product covering a specified area

order

–
2 months
T0
–

and time window
ARGOSS

Third party

Order survey

Survey order

ARGOSS

GEOSERVE

Order images

Image order

GEOSERVE

ARGOSS

Image acquisition

Images

ARGOSS

Third party

Order current and water level data

Current data order

Third party

ARGOSS

Deliver current and water level data

Current and water

Rijkswaterstaat

ARGOSS

Start survey

ARGOSS

Start survey

ARGOSS

Supply soundings

Soundings

ARGOSS

Supply soundings

Soundings

ARGOSS

Rijkswaterstaat

Compute and deliver depth map

Depth map

Rijkswaterstaat

ARGOSS

Validate the depth map with

Accept/reject map

(service class 2)

2 months

level data
T0

(service class 1)
T0

Third party
(service class 2)

T0

Rijkswaterstaat

+

(service class 1)

2 weeks
T0
+

Third party
(service class 2)

2 weeks
T0
+
5 weeks
T0
+

DIGIPOL

6 weeks
Monthly
Monthly

Rijkswaterstaat

ARGOSS

ARGOSS

Rijkswaterstaat

ARGOSS

ARGOSS

Communicate on progress

Progress reports

Maintain data status report

Up-to-date data status
report

Table 2b Typical map production time schedule relative to start of survey (T0)
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3.5

The BAS2D kernel

Here we focus on the computation of the depth map with the BAS2D
computer program. BAS2D is a computer program implemented in
MATLAB.
3.5.1

Functional description

Please refer to Figure 2.
The operator steps needed to compute a depth map are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Import raw input data from disk to MATLAB workspace
Arrange raw input data
Initialise a case, i.e. convert input data to the finest grid
Select data points to be used for calibration
Compute depth (normally) in a number of runs
Export the computed depth from MATLAB workspace to disk

1.
Raw input data is read from file on disk and written to the appropriate
variables in the MATLAB workspace. The input data is given in and
around the AREA of interest.
2.
Raw input data are echo soundings, sea surface elevation, current
vectors, optical image(s) and radar image(s) given around and inside
the area of interest. Arranging raw input data means grouping of
soundings per survey line, assigning current vectors and surface
elevation to radar image(s), and image classification. Image
classification means that each pixel is classified as land or water and as
usable or unusable.
3.
A CASE is uniquely defined by means of the resolution of the finest
grid. The map to be delivered is given on this finest grid, typically 25m.
Case initialization converts the arranged input data to this finest grid.
4.
Soundings and current vectors may or may not be used for calibration.
Some input will be used for validation only.
5.
Once the input data has been converted to finest grid, the operator can
start the actual depth computations in a number of consecutive RUNS.
Although it is not mandatory, he or she will normally start with a
coarser grid (for instance 200m) in order to quickly detect peculiarities,
i.e. without too much computational effort. The operator can influence
the quality of the computed depth by means of model settings and SAR
mapping parameters. The quality of the map is monitored by plots and
by prints of statistics on the difference between computed depth and
validation echo soundings. If satisfied with the results on the coarser
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Figure 2 The BAS2D kernel.

grids, the operator sets the finest grid and computes the map to be
delivered.
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6.
Finally, the map on the finest grid and its related meta data is exported
from MATLAB workspace to disk.
The input and output data of each of the above steps should be
traceable by means of unique identification labels. For example the file
named ‘depth_20m_domburg_200408211330.dat’ contains the depth
map computed on august 21, 2004 for the case with 20 m grid
resolution and for the area named ‘domburg’. This identification label
is also present in the meta data of the delivered depth map. Each step
logs the current date/time, the input data used and the output data
generated. Appendix E contains the log file for the standard test case.
3.5.2

Typical production scenario

Below, each of these BAS2D processing steps have been worked out in
more detail. Verification of most steps is done by means of plotting the
results. Quality assurance issues are addressed in section 3.7.2.
o
o

Set the AREA of interest
Set the list of SAR images to be imported

1. Import raw input data around the area of interest from disk to
workspace
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Import echo soundings
Import sea surface elevation and its rate of change
Import geo-coded radar image(s) and related meta data
Import geo-coded optical image(s) and related meta data
Import current vectors
Plot radar image(s)
Plot optical image(s)

2. Arrange raw input data around the area of interest
•
•

Assign imported sea surface elevation to radar image(s)
Plot sea surface elevation in area

•
•

Assign imported current vectors to radar image(s)
Plot current vectors in area

•
•
•

Create tracks from imported soundings
Plot sounding tracks superimposed on the radar image(s)
Plot soundings along a selected track

•
•

Classify radar image(s)
Plot land-water mask(s)

o

Save arranged AREA data (varying with area only)

o

Select the radar image to be used for the computations
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o

Set CASE, i.e. set the finest grid

3. Initialise case, i.e. convert input data to the finest grid

o

•
•
•
•
•
•

Interpolate echo soundings to a ‘flat’ depth map
Convert radar image
Convert optical image
Convert sea surface elevation and its rate of change
Convert current vectors
Convert land-water mask

•

Visualize case data on the finest grid
o Plot converted soundings along a selected track
o Plot converted radar image
o Plot converted optical image
o Plot converted land-water mask
o Plot current vectors and flow field

Save CASE data (varying with area and case)

4. Select calibration data
• Select sounding tracks to be used for calibration
• Select current vectors to be used for calibration

5. Compute depth for a no. of runs with decreasing grid step (ending with
finest grid)
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•

Set RUN, i.e. set the grid step to be used e.g. 200/100/50/25 m

•
•

Load, edit/review and save model settings
Load, edit/review and save SAR mapping parameters

•

Compute the depth map for this run
o Compute local metric from optical image

•

Verify the computed depth against soundings for this run
o Print diagnostics on the quality of the computed depth
o Plot computed depth surface and validation/calibration
soundings
o Plot computed depth and soundings along a selected track

•

Visualize other computations for this run
o Plot computed depth map with contours
o Plot computed radar image
o Plot residuals of computed and observed radar image
o Plot computed current field and calibration/validation
current vectors

•

Save RUN data (varying with area, case and run)
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6. Export results on finest grid
o
o
o

Export the depth map on the finest grid to ASCII file on disk
Export related meta data to ASCII file on disk
Export (standard) plots on the finest grid to file on disk, i.e. at least
the plots for the case summary
• Plot of sounding tracks in area of interest
• Plot of observed satellite image
• Plot of depth map on finest grid

Please refer to the next section for a more detailed functional description.

3.6

The BAS2D operator manual

3.6.1

Design considerations

The operator interacts with BAS2D through the man-machine interface
(MMI). Although both packages are implemented in MATLAB,
distinction must be made between the Geo-coder and the BAS2D
kernel. The BAS2D kernel is less straightforward than the Geo-coder
and depends on a number of human decisions that are difficult to
automate (see risk analysis section 3.7.2.7). The Geo-coder offers a
graphical user interface, whereas a template of a MATLAB function is
the operator’s main entrance to the BAS2D kernel. See appendix D for
a description of both interfaces.
The philosophy adhered to in the BAS2D kernel is to store data in the
MATLAB workspace, i.e. grouped into MATLAB structs with fixed
names. The operator has only one way to access and change this data
in the workspace: through the available operator functions. As each
function knows where to look for its input data and where to put its
output data, the operator does not need to pass any data when calling
functions from the MATLAB command line (with the exception of a few
functions used to define an area, case etcetera).
The essential idea is that the operator must be able to produce a
sensible depth map without knowledge of the exact contents of the
MATLAB workspace: the operator functions are the only way to import
data, to manipulate data and to inspect and produce results. Only the
developer has to know about the exact contents of the MATLAB
workspace.
BAS2D data is organized hierarchically. The area of interest is the top
level. In one area, multiple (finest) grids can be defined. This second
level is also referred to as case level. For one case, several grid levels
are defined. This third level is the so called run level. This hierarchical
structure is reflected in the way BAS2D results are stored in (sub)
directories on disk. Data in MATLAB workspace is grouped
correspondingly as area, case and run data.
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3.6.2

Overview of operator functions

This section summarizes the most important MATLAB functions
available to the BAS2D operator. Two of the links of the bathymetry
service are software packages: geo-coding of images and the
computation of a depth map with BAS2D. Both the package for geocoding radar images and BAS2D are implemented in MATLAB. ERDAS
is used to geo-code optical images. Both Geo-coders are GUI-driven.
BAS2D does not have a GUI. The BAS2D operator starts functions from
the MATLAB command line. The main entry is the (template of) the
production script from which other scripts and functions are called:
• Geocoder:
• Operator:

Start Geo-coder GUI (Figure D1 appendix D)
Main script BAS2D kernel (see appendix D)

The underlying BAS2D operator functions can be divided into
functional groups related to the steps to be taken in the production
process:

1. Import raw data around the area of interest from disk to MATLAB workspace
• ImportSAR:
Import radar image(s) and related meta data
• ImportSoundings:
Import echo soundings
• ImportElevation:
Import sea surface elevation
• ImportCurrent:
Import current vectors
2. Arrange raw input data
• AssignLWMasks:
• AssignLWMaskToSAR:
• AssignSoundings:
• AssignElevation:
• AssignElevationToSAR:
• AssignCurrent:
• AssignCurrentToSAR:

Assign land-water mask to radar images
Assign land-water mask to 1 radar image
Assign echo soundings to tracks
Assign sea surface elevation to radar images
Assign sea surface elevation to 1 radar image
Assign current vectors to radar images
Assign current vectors to 1 radar image

3. Convert data to the finest computational grid
• SetFinestGrid
Set finest grid (around sounding tracks)
• GridSoundings
Interpolate soundings to finest grid
• InitializeCase:
Convert arranged input data to the finest grid
4. Select input and calibration data for a run
• SelectCalibrationSoundings:
Select tracks for calibration
• SelectCalibrationCurrents:
Select current vectors for calibration
5. Compute depth map on (any) grid
Model parameters
•
•

SetModelParameters
SetSARMapping

Set soundings impact (large scale variations)
Set SAR impact (small scale variations)

Typically on the finest grid
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•
•
•
•

ComputeInitialState:
ComputeInitialDepth:
ComputeInitialCurrent:
ComputeInitialSAR:

Compute large scale variations:
Compute depth from soundings alone
Compute current field from depth
Compute radar image from depth and current

On any grid
ComputeDepth:

Compute new depth (and SAR and currents)

6. Export results to disk
• ExportRWSDepthToASCII
• ExportRWSMetaToASCII

Export RWS depth matrix to ASCII file on disk
Export RWS meta data to ASCII file on disk

7. Plot context
• SetArea
• SetSARList
• SetCase
• SetRun
• SetSAR
• SetPlotContext

Set area by means of a label
Define list of SAR images to be imported
Set case by means of the finest grid step
Set run by means of the current grid step
Set SAR image to be used for computations
Define plot context: area/finest/current grid

•

8. Visualize input data and results (around area, on finest grid or on current grid)
• PlotDepthAndContours
Plot greyscale depth chart with a few contours
• PlotDepthAndSoundings
Plot seabed surface with soundings
• PlotTracksOnSARObserved
Plot tracks superimposed on radar image
• PlotSoundingsAlongTrack
Plot depth and soundings along a track
• PlotSARObserved
Plot observed radar image
• PlotSARComputed
Plot computed radar image
• PlotSARResiduals
Plot ratio of observed & computed radar image
• PlotLWMask
Plot land-water mask
• PlotFlowField
Plot computed current field
• PlotElevation
Plot sea surface elevation
9. Save/load input data and results to/from disk
• SaveArea / LoadArea
Save/load data on area level
• SaveCase / …
Save/load data on case (finest grid) level
• SaveRun / …
Save/load data on run level
• SaveSession / …
Save/load all data in workspace
• SaveInitialState/ …
Save/load large scale state (no SAR)
• LoadASpecificInitialState
Load large scale state for 1 area/case/run
• LoadASpecificRun
Load results for 1 area/case/run
10. Miscellaneous
• PutLog
• Operator
• ExportPlot
• SetSARParameters
• SelectSARData
• GetDatagroups
• CleanUpWorkspace
•

CleanupArea
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Write textline to log file (appendix E)
Driver script for map production (appendix D)
Export current plot to graphics plotfile on disk
Set various SAR constants
Arrange data of selected SAR image in workspace
Get groups of area/case/run workspace variables
Remove unknown variables from MATLAB
workspace
Delete all versions but the latest of each data file
stored under the current area and underlying cases
and runs
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3.6.3

Data groups

In order to be able to describe the interfaces of the operator functions
more efficiently, groups of data are introduced here. The operator
changes the contents of these data groups by means of the functions.
Data groups are implemented as structs in the MATLAB workspace (the
names of the structs are in brackets).
We have 3 major data groups (shown in Figure 2), related to and
varying with area, case or run, and a few subgroups:
Data group:
Description:
Contents:

Remarks:
Data group:
Description:
Contents:

Remarks:

Data group:
Description:
Contents:

Remarks:

Data group:
Description:
Contents:
Remarks:
Data group:
Description:
Contents:

Area data
Arranged/processed/checked input data around the area of interest
Arranged soundings(SoundingInput), observed radar image(s)
(SARData SARImg, SARx, SARy, SARList), sea surface elevation per
radar image (ElevationInput), current vectors per radar image
(CurrentInput), land-water mask per radar image (SARLandMask)
Area data depends on the area of interest only
Case data
Input data converted to the finest grid
Soundings for validation and calibration
(SoundingData,CSoundingData), selected radar image (SARData
SARImg,SARPointer), elevation (Elev, DerElev), current vectors for
validation and calibration (CurrentData,CCurrentData), land-water
mask (LandMask) and use-ignore mask (ImageClass), initial current
field (Ux,Uy), co-ordinates of the finest grid (x_coord, y_coord)
Case data depends on the area and on the case (choice of the finest
grid)
Run data
Results computed on the current (could be the finest) grid
Computed depth (u(gridlevel).Depth), computed current field
(u(gridlevel).Ux, u(gridlevel).Uy), computed radar image
(u(gridlevel).SARComputed), co-ordinates of the current grid (x_coord,
y_coord)
Run data varies with area, case (finest grid) and run (choice of current
grid)
Calibration data (part of case data)
Data used for calibration
Current vectors to be used for calibration (CCurrentData), soundings to
be used for calibration (CSoundingData)
Data not used for calibration is used for validation

Remarks:

Model tuning parameters (part of run data)
Operator model settings and parameters for mapping radar images
Operator settings (u(gridlevel).Params) and mapping parameters
(u(gridlevel).SARParameters)
Model tuning parameters may vary per run

Data group:
Description:

Finest grid (part of case data)
Co-ordinates of the finest grid
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Contents:
Remarks:

Co-ordinates of the finest grid (x_coord, y_coord)
Each finest grid relates to a case

Data group:
Description:
Contents:
Remarks:

Multi-grid data (run data and case data on a number of grid levels)
Input and intermediate results per grid level
Case data and run data (MultiGridData)
This data group is needed to implement the multi-grid algorithm. Grid
levels vary from coarsest to finest grid.

3.6.4

Interfaces of the operator functions

This paragraph describes the interfaces of the BAS2D MATLAB
functions as available to the operator. These functions read, show and
manipulate the data groups defined in the previous section.
The interface of each operator function is described by means of its
name, its purpose, the input data and output data. Figure 2 shows the
numbered function groups. The main entry to all functions is the
operator script shown in Appendix D.
Below, AOI stands for area of interest and POI means period of interest
alias time window.

1. Import raw data around the area of interest from disk to MATLAB workspace
Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

ImportSAR
Import radar image(s) and related meta data
List of SAR images (SARList), radar image(s) and meta from disk
Radar image(s) and related meta in workspace
(SARData SARImg, SARx, SARy)
Input files look like
‘Geocoded_ers2-10340 2565_domburg_19970412003013.mat’
This function plots the results for inspection

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

ImportSoundings
Import echo soundings around area of interest
AOI, raw soundings from disk
Raw soundings and co-ordinates in workspace (SoundingInput)
Co-ordinates in UTM on output
Depth in m and positive on output
Tracks separated by ‘NaN’ on output
This function plots the results for inspection

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

ImportElevation
Import sea surface elevation
AOI, POI, raw sea surface elevation from disk, time label attached
Raw elevation, derivative, co-ordinates in workspace (ElevationArea)
Co-ordinates in UTM on output
Sea surface elevation in m relative to datum
Sea surface elevation derivative in m/s
This function removes outliers and plots the results for inspection
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Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

ImportCurrent
Import current components from disk
AOI, POI, raw current vectors from disk, time label attached
Current components and co-ordinates in workspace (CurrentArea)
Co-ordinates in UTM on output
Easting and Northing current components in m/s on output
This function plots the results for inspection

2. Arrange raw input data
Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

AssignLWMasks
Assign land-water mask to radar image(s)
SAR image(s) and related meta (SARData SARImg, SARx, SARy)
Land-water mask (SARLandMask)
This function lets the operator enter the land-water mask(s)
interactively or generates default masks from a coastline database

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

AssignSoundings
Assign raw echo soundings to tracks
Raw echo soundings (SoundingInput)
Echo soundings arranged as tracks (SoundingInput)
For the standard test case this function is a dummy

Function:
Purpose:
Input:

AssignElevation
Assign sea surface elevations to radar image(s)
Raw sea surface elevations (ElevationArea) and attached time label,
SAR image(s) (SARList,SARImg)
Sea surface elevations arranged per image (ElevationInput)

Output:
Remarks:

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

AssignCurrent
Assign current vectors to radar image(s)
Raw current vectors (CurrentArea), and attached time label, SAR
image(s) (SARList,SARImg)
Current vectors arranged per image (CurrentInput)
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3. Initialize case on finest grid
Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:

Remarks:

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SetFinestGrid
Set the optimal finest grid for multigrid solver
Sounding tracks (SoundingInput), co-ordinates and resolution of radar
image (SARx, SARy, SARresolution)
Co-ordinates of the finest grid (x_coord, y_coord), number of grid
levels, number of grid points, step size of coarsest grid (M)
Normally, RWS supplies the cornerpoints of a RD rectangle. This is
referred to as the RWS mapping area of interest. In terms of the UTM
co-ordinate frame used by BAS2D, this is a rotated rectangle. Now, a
new RWS_UTM rectangle, encompassing the RWS_RD rectangle, can
be drawn. Starting from this RWS_UTM rectangle, the BAS2D grid
shrinks or extends a bit.
GridSoundings
Put soundings on the finest grid
Echo soundings arranged as tracks (SoundingInput), co-ordinates of the
finest grid (x_coord, y_coord)
Soundings on finest grid (SoundingInput), Standard deviation of
computed depth (std_depth) and soundings (std_sound), large scale
wave length of depth (depthwavelength)
Wave length of depth is used to tune large scale variations. Standard
deviation of computed depth and soundings relates to their influence in
the computation.
InitializeCase
Convert arranged input data to the finest grid
Area data, finest grid, the selected radar image
Case data converted to the finest grid
The input data around the area is referred to as area data. The output
data on the finest grid is referred to as case data

4. Select input and calibration data for a run
Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SelectTracksForCalibration
Select sounding tracks to be used for calibration
Soundings on the finest grid (SoundingData)
Soundings to be used for calibration (CSoundingData)
Soundings along tracks not selected for calibration are used for
validation

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SelectCurrentForCalibration
Select current vectors to be used for calibration
Currents vectors on the finest grid (CurrentData)
Currents vectors to be used for calibration (CCurrentData)
Current vectors at points not selected for calibration are used for
validation
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5. Computations on the current grid / for a run
Function:
Purpose:
Input:

Output:
Remarks:

SetModelParameters
Set model tuning parameters
Standard deviation computed depth (std_depth), standard deviation
soundings (std_sound), large scale wave length of depth
(depthwavelength), parameters in text file ‘BAS2DParams.asc’
Model tuning parameters (Params)
Most parameters in the text file have acceptable defaults.

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SetSARMapping
Set the impact of the SAR image on the depth computation
SAR mapping parameters (SARParameters)
SAR mapping parameters (SARParameters)
The SAR mapping parameter determines the sensibility of the computed
SAR image to a change in bedlevel.
This is the small scale variation tuning parameter.

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

ComputeInitialState
Compute bedlevel while focusing on large scale variations
Case data
Run data (u) and model state (MultiGridData)
Computations are done for all grid levels

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

ComputeInitialDepth
Compute large scale bedlevel from soundings alone
Case data
Bedlevel from soundings alone (u, MultiGridData)
Computations are done for all grid levels

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

ComputeInitialCurrent
Compute large scale current field from depth
Case data, bedlevel from soundings alone (u, MultiGridData)
Current field (u, MultiGridData)
Computations are done for all grid levels

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

ComputeInitialSAR
Compute radar image from current field and depth
Case data, bedlevel, current field (u, MultiGridData)
Computed radar image (u, MultiGridData)
Computations are done for all grid levels

Function:
Purpose:

ComputeDepth
Compute new depth (and current field and radar image) on the current
grid
Case data, old run data (u), calibration data (CcurrentData,
CSoundingData), model tuning parameters (Params), old model state
(MultiGridData)
Updated run data (u) and model state (MultiGridData)
This function includes the computation of local metric from optical
image (P)

Input:

Output:
Remarks:
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6. Export results to disk
Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

ExportRWSDepthToASCII
Export depth to disk in RWS format
Computed depth (u(finestlevel).Depth)
Depth matrix as x,y,d records in ASCII output file
Interpolation to the RWS grid (if needed) is part of this function

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

ExportRWSMetaToASCII
Export meta data related to depth to disk in RWS format
Meta data related to computed depth
Meta data in ASCII output file

7. Set context functions
Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SetArea
Set/show unique area id in workspace
Area label
Area label in workspace (AreaId)
Operator passes the area label as argument, e.g. SetArea(‘domburg’)
This function shows the current area if called without parameters
This function sets the plot context to ‘area’

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SetSARList
Set list of SAR images to be imported and examined

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SetCase
Set/show finest unique case id in workspace
Case label or numerical value (step for finest grid)
Case label in workspace (CaseId)
The function shows the current case if called without parameters.
This function sets the plot context to ‘case’

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:

SetRun
Set/show current grid step and unique run id in workspace
Run label or numerical value (current grid step)
Run label in workspace (RunId), grid level (gridlevel), plot context
(PlotContext)
The function shows the current run if called without parameters.
This function sets the plot context to ‘run’
This function sets the grid level index according to the step size

Remarks:

List of unique id’s of SAR images (SARList)
Each SAR image is imported; only 1 SAR image is selected (see
appendix B)
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Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SetPlotContext
Set/show context for all plot functions
Context option
Plot context in workspace (PlotContext)
Operator can set 3 different plot contexts: area/case/run
The function shows the current plot context if called without
parameters

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SetSAR
Select the radar image to be used for depth computations
List of input radar images (SARList), id of image to select
Pointer to radar image to be used (SARPointer)
Operator passes the id of the image to be selected as argument, e.g.
SetSAR(‘ers2-33572-1035’)
Default this function shows the currently selected image.

8. Visualize input data and results (around area, on finest grid or on current grid)
Note: All plots are saved to disk in 2 graphical formats, i.e. in PNG (Portable Network
Graphics) format as well as in FIG format (binary MATLAB format).
Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

PlotDepthAndContours
Plot greyscale depth chart with a few contours
Plot context (PlotContext), case data, run data
Plot(file) of computed depth and contours
Figure C9 in appendix C shows content of file
‘Depth_r50m_c25m_domburg_20050623144659.png’

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

PlotDepthAndSoundings
Plot 3D seabed surface with soundings
Plot context (PlotContext), case data, run data
Plot(file) of computed depth and soundings 3D surface
Figure C13 in appendix C shows content of file
‘DepthAndSoundings_r50m_c25m_domburg_20050623144854.png’

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

PlotTracksOnSARObserved
Plot tracks superimposed on radar image
Plot context (PlotContext), area data, case data, run data
Plot(file) of tracks superimposed on radar image
Figure C7 in appendix C shows content of file
‘TracksSoundingData_c25m_domburg_20050623144654.png’

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

PlotSoundingsAlongTrack
Plot computed depth and soundings along a specified track
Plot context (PlotContext), area data, case data, run data
Plot(file) of computed depth and soundings vs. distance along track
Figure C10b in appendix C shows content of file
‘DepthAndSoundingsAlongTrack14_r50m_c25m_domburg_200506231
44913.png’
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Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

PlotSARObserved
Plot observed SAR image
Plot context (PlotContext), selected SAR (SARPointer), area data, case
data, run data
Plot(file) of observed radar image
Figure C14a in appendix C shows content of file
‘SARObserved_c25m_domburg_20050623140518.png’

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

PlotSARComputed
Plot computed SAR image
Plot context (PlotContext), case data, run data
Plot(file) of computed radar image
Figure C14b in appendix C shows content of file
‘SARComputed_r50m_c25m_domburg_20050623144706.png’

Function:
Purpose:
Input:

PlotLWMask
Plot land-water mask derived from SAR image
Plot context (PlotContext), selected SAR (SARPointer), area data, case
data, run data
Plot(file) of land-water mask derived from SAR image
Figure C6 in appendix C shows content of file
‘SARLandWaterMask_ers1-207232565_domburg_20050623135806.png’

Output:
Remarks:

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

PlotElevation
Plot sea surface elevation
Plot context (PlotContext), area data
Plot(file) of sea surface elevation
Figure C4a in appendix C shows content of file
‘ElevationArea_domburg_20050707134147.png’

9. Save/load input data and results to/from disk
Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SaveArea
Save area data to disk
Current area label (AreaId), related area data in workspace
Area data in binary MATLAB file on disk
All area data are saved to output files like
‘SoundingInput_domburg_20040811234512.mat’
Function ‘GetDatagroups’ defines the area data variable set

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SaveCase
Save case data to disk
Current case label (CaseId), case data in workspace
Case data in binary MATLAB file on disk
All case data are saved to output files like
‘CaseData_c25m_domburg_20050623140522.mat
Function ‘GetDatagroups’ defines the case data variable set
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Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SaveRun
Save run results to disk
Current run label (RunId), run data in workspace
Run data in binary MATLAB file on disk
All run data are saved to output files like
‘u_r50m_c25m_domburg_20050623143435.mat’
Function ‘GetDatagroups’ defines the run data variable set

Function:
Purpose:
Input:
Output:
Remarks:

SaveSession
Save all (relevant) data in workspace to disk
Relevant data in workspace
All relevant data in binary MATLAB file on disk
Example output file ‘session_20040811234512.mat’
Irrelevant variables are removed from workspace by the function
‘CleanUpWorkspace’. Irrelevant means variables not mentioned in
function ‘GetDatagroups’

3.7

Quality assurance

This section defines the quality assurance procedures helpful to
adequately



Manage the BAS service chain
Produce a depth chart with the BAS2D kernel

It must be stressed that the production of a depth chart with the
BAS2D computer program requires quite a lot of knowledge of physics,
computational algorithms and imaging mechanisms. This specific
knowledge cannot be automated. What we can do is to avoid mistakes
in the easy part of map production. The human decisions and their
influence on the operator’s workflow are addressed in section 3.7.2.6
“The process of map production”.
We discern project management issues and map production issues to
avoid irrelevant technicalities at management level. Management
procedures focus on costs, contacts, time schedules and approval of
data exchanges. Map production procedures focus on assuring the
quality of the depth map.
Figure 3 can serve as guidance through this section.
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Figure 3 BAS quality assurance issues and roles.

3.7.1

Focusing on project management

User requirements demand that the bathymetry service is able to
deliver a planned depth map under all circumstances against
competitive costs. This asks for a long term survey planning, for
guaranteed image delivery by ESA and subsequently for guaranteed
production of a planned depth map by ARGOSS.
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Management procedures focus on costs and on contacts and approval
of data exchanges between ARGOSS and Rijkswaterstaat and between
ARGOSS and third parties. Long term planning of surveys
(Rijkwaterstaat or ARGOSS) and image acquisition (ARGOSS) need to
be exchanged, updated, and settled on a monthly basis by means of
progress reports.
Project management at Rijkswaterstaat involves (the monitoring of) the
creation, maintenance and implementation of the long term (survey)
planning, issuing a map production request to ARGOSS, the survey and
the preparation of the obtained sounding data for the bathymetry
service at ARGOSS (service class 1), the progress of the map production
at ARGOSS and the validation of the depth map delivered by ARGOSS.
Project management at ARGOSS involves (the monitoring of) the
creation, maintenance and implementation of the long term survey
(service class 2) and image acquisition plan, maintaining internal data
status reports, checking the input data related to a product order,
ordering images in time, timely delivery of the depth map to
Rijkwaterstaat and the formal approval of the depth map by
Rijkswaterstaat.
The criterion applicable to the depth maps computed with BAS2D
directly follows from the user requirement on precision:


The precision of the BAS2D depth map must not be worse than
that of DIGIPOL, the standard product used by Rijkswaterstaat.
Comparison is done by means of the spatially averaged (over grid
points) standard deviation relative to independent soundings.

This criterion will be checked by Rijkswaterstaat. Note that
Rijkswaterstaat needs extra independent echo soundings (not supplied
to ARGOSS for calibration of BAS2D) to perform this check. Without
extra echo soundings, ARGOSS cannot perform such a quality check.
Instead, ARGOSS uses the deviation measure explained in appendix F.
3.7.1.1 Data status report
Internally, ARGOSS maintains data status reports including the
availability of images required. These status reports are also used to
record the status of other data playing a role in managing the
production of a depth chart. Some data, such as tidal info, can be
estimated months ahead. Other data, like wind speed, varies on a
smaller time scale.
Upon receipt of a Rijkswaterstaat map production order, ARGOSS will
assess the status of the data required for the specified area.
The project manager should see to it that the data status report is
accurate and up to date. The next table lists the foreseen features in a
data status report:
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Feature

Value

Area

Domburg

Order identification Rijkswaterstaat

B1

Depth range in the area

0-30 m +NAP

Comment

Favourable range is 0-30 m

Status of the data and map production
Start of survey

Planned April 1, 2004

Accept echo soundings ?
Current and water level data ordered ?

Delayed until …

Accept current and water level data ?
Image(s) to be ordered

21-sep-2001 10:33
07-oct-2001 10:30

Image(s) ordered ?
Risk analysis

Threats for a successful depth retrieval

All input data for BAS service accepted ?
Depth chart delivered ?
Depth chart approved?
Date and time

01-oct-2001

ARGOSS employee responsible
Image dependent information
Image id

ers2_33572_1035

Images are uniquely identified by satellite,
orbit number and frame number.

Date and time of planned acquisition

21-sep-2001 10:33

Recorded?

YES

Quick look available?

YES

Quick looks are checked for the presence of
significant bathymetry related patterns
the absence of slicks, fronts etcetera

Wind speed

11 m/s

Favourable range is 4-8 m/s

Wind direction

340º

Unknown (yet)

Flow velocity

0.5 m/s

Desired minimum is 0.3 m/s

Flow direction

300º

Preferred image based on related quick
look

21-sep-2001 10:33

This quick look shows the most pronounced
bathymetry features and has the most
favourable wind speed.

Table 3 Data status memo (maintained by ARGOSS for internal use).

3.7.1.2 Ordering images
The (short) list of images to be ordered is maintained by ARGOSS over
time as part of the monthly data status reports.
Quick looks play an important role in deciding which of the acquired
images are worth ordering. If available, quick looks can be checked for
the presence of significant bathymetry related patterns and for
(unwanted) features like slicks, fronts etcetera. External wind and flow
conditions must be in the favourable range.
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Images are ordered by GEOSERVE, the standard image broker of
ARGOSS. This company maintains a list of images covering the areas
and time windows mentioned in the long term survey planning. Before
actual acquisition, the status of an image on this list can be ‘planned’ or
‘visible’. ‘Planned’ images are planned for actual acquisition. ‘Visible’
images could be acquired. On request, ESA can promote a ‘visible’
image to ‘planned’.
ARGOSS and GEOSERVE keep close contact on the list of images to be
acquired/ordered. On receiving an image, GEOSERVE routinely checks
whether the image is indeed the image ordered, i.e. it covers the
correct area and time window.
3.7.1.3 Checklist for project management
Checklist for project management at ARGOSS:














Long term planning for surveys (service class 2)
Long term planning for image acquisition
Order survey (service class 1)
Order current and water level data
Order satellite images
Map production order from Rijkswaterstaat
Initial data status report at the time of receiving the map
production order
Monthly data status report
Time schedule for production of the ordered depth map
Acceptance of all input data for the bathymetry service
Weekly progress reports during map production
Validation of the computed depth map against reference
soundings
Timely delivery of the computed depth map, meta data and
case summary

For context, a possible checklist for project management at
Rijkswaterstaat:
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Long term planning for mapping of areas
Long term planning for surveys (service class 1)
Map production order to ARGOSS
Order survey (service class 1)
Delivery of echo soundings to ARGOSS (service class 1)
Validation of the precision of the depth map against DIGIPOL
Check uniformity of depth maps delivered for various areas
Check continuity of depth map deliveries over time and in
space
Check price and quality of depth maps against other techniques
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3.7.2

Focusing on map production

The most outstanding user requirement is the quality (precision
requirement) of the depth map to be produced. Other requirements
concern reliability and the continuity of the service over time.
Procedures sketched here, concentrate on these user requirements.
Production procedures focus on






Acceptance criteria for intermediate and final results
Adequate loading and saving of (intermediate) results
Traceability of operator actions leading to a delivery
System management
Delivery and archiving

Each of these issues is explained in more detail below in sections
3.7.2.1–3.7.2.5. Section 3.7.2.6 summarises the map production
process in terms of a checklist and section 3.7.2.7 addresses the
influence of human decisions in particular.
3.7.2.1 Acceptance criteria for intermediate and final results
In this section, acceptance criteria are defined for input data,
intermediate results and for the final delivery of the bathymetry service
product. Bearing this goal in mind, we distinguish the following
verifiable stages in the production of a requested depth map:








Select and order image(s)
Receive and validate input data, i.e.
o Echo soundings
o Image(s)
o Current and water level data
Geo-code radar image(s)
Geo-code optical image(s)
Compute depth map with BAS2D
Deliver the depth map

The result of each of the above steps can be tested against sensible and
verifiable criteria to judge the quality of:
Echo soundings
Echo soundings must be complete and correct. Completeness means
that


The sounding tracks received cover the set of survey lines
defined in the map production order.

Correctness means that
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Observed depth must be positive everywhere
Observations are consistent (no outliers)
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Missing data is replaced by one and only one missing value
indicator
The co-ordinates are in RD
Observed depth is relative to a well known chart datum

Image(s)
The following criteria are applied to an image to be accepted for a
particular area:






The image covers the area of interest
The image is acquired within the time window
The image is checked for the presence of significant bathymetry
related patterns and for (unwanted) features like slicks, fronts
etcetera.
External conditions are acceptable, i.e.
o Wind speed is between 4–8 m/s
o Flow velocity is at least 0.3 m/s

Current data and water level
Current data and water level and their variation over time serve as
boundary conditions to BAS2D. These data have to be checked for
correctness, i.e.




Missing data is replaced by one and only one missing value
indicator (to be agreed on)
Variations over time must not exceed a predefined value (to be
agreed on)
Current and water level points must cover the grid boundary

Geo-coded radar/optical image(s)
The backbone for geo-coding images is the ARGOSS Geo-coder
software. This automated way of geo-coding of radar images might
suffer from displacements due to differences in height. However, for
the Dutch coastal waters this effect is negligible. Therefore, the
accuracy of the ARGOSS Geo-coder, when applied to radar images in
the Wadden Sea or in the Western Scheldt, is estimated to be about
25 m.
The Geo-coder also offers the opportunity to compare land-water
boundaries to coast lines (known with an estimated accuracy of 200
m). This comparison to coast lines is only done to detect and avoid
gross processing errors. A more accurate way of checking the results of
the Geo-coder is the comparison of two (or more) geo-coded radar
images: marker points should be in the same place in all images. This of
course is only a relative check. It is also useful for ruling out (rare)
errors in UTM-zone, a parameter to be supplied by the operator. The
default UTM-zone can be used except for some rare situations where
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the centers of two intersecting images lie in different UTM-zones. In
such a case, the operator will normally choose the UTM-zone with
maximum coverage.
Radar images geo-coded with the ARGOSS Geo-coder are used to geocode optical images in ERDAS. Both the optical image and the geocoded radar image are imported in ERDAS which uses marker points
simultaneously visible in both images to geo-code the optical image.
Note that the presence of a radar image is required to accurately geocode an optical image in an automated way. ERDAS offers the option
to manually geo-code optical images but this is very time-consuming
and the accuracy depends entirely on the accuracy of the available
topographic map.
The obvious criterion to be applied to each image reads


The desired spatial resolution of a geo-coded image does not
exceed the mesh size of the finest grid of the subsequent
BAS2D computations, typically 25 m.

This goal is pursued as follows





The Geo-coder mesh size is set to 12.5 m
An optical image is geo-coded against a geo-coded radar image
Multiple images agree on the position of shared marker points
Land-water boundaries are checked against coastlines

Depth map computed with BAS2D
Please refer to the BAS2D kernel scheme in Figure 2.
The computation of a depth map with BAS2D can be subdivided into a
number of steps. For each of these steps, a number of checks must be
performed:
1. Import raw input data inside area of interest from disk to MATLAB
workspace
The operator sets the area of interest according to the map production
order.
Echo soundings, geo-coded optical and radar images, water level and
current vectors are read into the MATLAB workspace. Echo soundings
are given relative to a reference level. At this stage, all co-ordinates
must be in the UTM representation. Note that echo soundings from
Rijkswaterstaat are in RD co-ordinates and must be converted to UTM.
As done earlier for quick looks, images must be checked for bottom
features, slicks etcetera.
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Check area of interest against map production order
Check reference level of soundings
Check that all co-ordinates are in UTM
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The images are checked for the presence of significant
bathymetry related patterns and for (unwanted) features like
slicks, fronts etcetera

2. Arrange raw input data
The raw input data inside the area of interest must re arranged: echo
soundings are divided into the survey lines mentioned in the map
production order. Flow vectors and water levels are assigned to an
image based on the time window in the map production order. Images
are classified with respect to land and water, leading to a land-water
mask for each image. The operator specifies the land-water mask as a
polygon. The nodes are entered by mouse clicks on the radar image.
Finally, the operator has to check the correct dimensions of




Check survey lines against map production order
Check time window around images against map production
order
Visual inspection of the land-water mask per image

3. Initialise a case, i.e. convert input data to the finest grid
This step requires the definition of a computational grid. The operator
must use the grid as advised by the designated function. It is only at
this stage, i.e. on the computational grid, that the large amount of
current vectors can be effectively checked against the selected radar
image. Acceleration and deceleration of the flow should be consistent
with light and dark spots on the image.
Finally, BAS2D offers the option to include only those parts of the
(rectangular) computational grid where a minimum amount of
soundings is available.
So the operator sees to it that




The advised grid is used
The flow field is consistent with the image backscatter.
The area to be charted is consistent with the available sounding
tracks.

4. Select data points to be used for calibration
The operator selects flow vectors and soundings tracks that will be used
for calibration when BAS2D computes the depth map. Flow vectors
must be chosen along the edge of the water surface with a few grid
steps in between consecutive vectors. It is also wise to leave a small
border of water between the selected vectors and the shoreline. As for
sounding tracks, the operator must see to it that tracks along the edge
are used for calibration. Tracks inside the grid can be used as reference
tracks to validate the depth chart later on:
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Selected calibration vectors are chosen along the edge of the
water surface
Sounding tracks along the edge of the grid are used for
calibration.
Sounding tracks in the internal part of the grid are used for
reference

5. Compute depth (normally) in a number of runs
The strategy for computation of a correct depth map can be formulated
as follows.
The first step is to compute a map based on soundings and flow vectors
only (i.e. the influence of the observed radar image is downplayed at
this stage) in order to get a smooth seabed showing the correct large
scale variations. Large scale variations are variations extending over
kilometres. Large scale deviations can be minimized by tuning the
designated model input parameter. The depth map is computed at all
grid levels. Next, the most favourable grid level must be chosen.
Normally, this will be the finest grid level (typically 25 m) or the one
but finest level (50 m). In order to account for small scale variations,
the influence of the radar image is increased in the next run(s) on the
chosen grid level. Small scale variations are variations extending over
hundreds of metres. The computed map will be noisier due to the
influence of the radar image. Therefore, consecutive runs are needed to
smoothen the computed depth chart. After assessing the optimal model
settings, the operator puts the choices in the designated part of the
production script by adjusting the standard script (template).
The strategy in summary:






Take care of large scale variations (downplay influence of the
radar image)
Choose the most favourable grid level
Create small scale variations by switching on the radar image
Smoothen the depth map (downplay influence of the radar
image)
Put the optimal model settings in the production script

The operator uses the following indicators to check the quality of a
map computed in a specific run:
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The large scale agreement between computed depth and
soundings. The 3D surface plot, showing both the soundings
and the computed depth, is used for inspection. In this plot the
deviation measure is also printed. In addition, plots of
soundings and computed depth along the tracks are available.
Large scale variations are variations extending over kilometres.
The agreement between the observed and the computed radar
image. The computed and the observed spatial pattern must
match, i.e. the residuals must be homogeneous in space. Plots
of the observed and computed radar image as well as the plot
of the corresponding residuals are used to verify this pattern.
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The small scale agreement between computed depth and echo
soundings along each track, especially along sounding tracks
used as reference. Small scale variations are variations
extending over hundreds of metres (caused for instance by
sand waves). Plots of computed depth and soundings along
each track are used here. The map contour plot also reveals
small scale variations.
The agreement between the computed depth and the
computed radar image. The spatial pattern in the image must
be visible in the computed map. This can be checked by
comparing the contour plot of the map to the plot of the
computed radar image.
The match between flow vectors used for calibration and the
computed flow field. The plot of the computed flow field and
the calibration vectors shows just this.

6. Export the computed depth from MATLAB workspace to disk
The computed map is converted/interpolated to the delivery grid and
written to ASCII file. The corresponding meta data is written to a
second ASCII file. As a final check, the depth map is reloaded from
ASCII file and plotted. So the operator


Reloads the exported depth map from ASCII file and performs a
final check by comparing it to the final map in workspace.

7. Reproduce the results of steps 1-6 above by means of a script
The way in which the results of steps 1-6 above were assessed must be
traceable. To this end, the operator adapts the standard production
script (template) and runs it to reproduce the results in an automated
way. See appendix E for a log file.
3.7.2.2 Adequate loading and saving of results
Input data and (intermediate) results of the BAS2D package are stored
on disk in a directory tree per area of interest. Per area, subdirectories
correspond to cases. A case is defined by the choice of the finest grid
for BAS2D. Normally, the final case uses a grid size of 25 m. Per case,
subdirectories correspond to runs:
Area1

>Case25

>Case50

>Run200
>Run100
>Run25
>Run200
>Run50

Area2 …
The operator can load, save or delete (large) logical groups of data:
Area data, i.e. data varying over areas only,
Case data, i.e. data varying with area and case and
Run data, i.e. varying with area, case and run.
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As processing is sometimes interactive and time consuming, smaller
groups of coherent data can be saved to disk to be re-loaded later on.
Data can be re-loaded as such or as part of a larger group.
Determination of a land-water mask for example takes some time. The
land-water mask can be saved to disk as such. Later on, the land-water
mask can be re-loaded as part of case data (together with other data
given on the finest grid).
When done, i.e. the depth map and related meta data have been
generated and checked, the operator should see to it that



The deliverables are easy to find, and
No garbage is left behind

in the area-case-run directory structure.
3.7.2.3 Traceability of operator actions leading to a delivery
The input and output data of each of the links in the bathymetry
production chain is traceable by means of a unique identification label.
This identification label is also present in the meta data of the delivered
depth map. Each procedure or function generates at least a few logging
lines defining the current date/time, the input data used and the output
data generated.
Data depending on area only are uniquely identified by the type of
data, area and date/time of creation. Area and case dependent data are
uniquely identified by the type of data, area, case and date/time of
creation. Data varying with area, case and run are uniquely identified
by the type of data, area, case, run and , date/time of creation. Finally,
data can depend on the selected optical or radar image.
In general, data is stored on disk in files named like
‘datatype_[imageid_runid_caseid_]areaid_yyyymmddhhmmss.mat’
Here are a few examples:
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In directory ‘domburg’ we could find a file holding raw
soundings named
‘SoundingsRaw_domburg_20040811234512.mat’
(area-dependent only)



In subdirectory ‘c25m’ we could find a land-water mask
(related to a particular radar image) converted to the finest
25m grid in file
‘LandMask_ers233572_1035_c25m_domburg_20040811234512.mat’
(depending on area, case and image but run-independent)



In subdirectory ‘r200m’ we could find a depth map computed
by a run on a 200m grid in file
‘depth_r200m_c25m_domburg_20040811234512.mat’
(depending on area, case and run but independent of images)
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Note that the directory names are also present in the file names in
order to avoid overwriting files by accident when copying complete
directories.
In addition to logging (see appendix E for an example log file) and
unique labelling of data, BAS2D implicitly stores data used for a run,
i.e. used for the computation of a depth map. The input data used is
stored (in a struct) and attached to the (struct holding the) computed
depth and other results. If the operator has doubts about which input
data has actually been used, BAS2D can be asked to show the actual
input values used.
When done, the log file of the final production run should be stored on
disk together with the deliverables produced by this run.

3.7.2.4 System management
System maintenance
Versions of the BAS2D and Geo-coder software packages are
maintained by means of a professional version control system (CVS).
This version control system is used to define the set of revisions of
MATLAB functions being part of a particular release of a package.
Releases/versions of the BAS2D and Geo-coder software packages
consist of two archives, one containing the software and the other
containing the input data and the results of the standard case (see
appendix C). The status of a software package can be




Operational release (abbreviated as ‘release’)
Beta version (abbreviated as ‘beta’)
Under construction (abbreviated as ‘work’)

A package is uniquely defined by version, release date and status. For
example, the following archives could hold the latest software



BAS2D_release_2.1_24aug2004.zip
Geocoder_release_3.6_20sep2004.zip

And the related input and output data of the standard/reference case
can be found in



BAS2D_refdata_24sep2004.zip
Geocoder_refdata_29sep2004.zip

This means for example that the reference depth map stored in archive
BAS2D_refdata_29sep2004.zip
has been computed by feeding all the (reference) input files stored in
this archive to BAS2D. This reference archive also contains a log file
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displaying the version of the software used, e.g.
BAS2D_release_2.1_24aug2004. This software can then be found in
archive BAS2D_release_2.1_24aug2004.zip.
Documents as this one, describing BAS2D, are stored together with the
software.
So typically, restoring and unpacking the latest version would create
directories holding the latest source, standard case data and
documents.
Responsibilities
The chief developer issues new software releases and adapts the latest
release to (re)generate and review the results of the standard case.
Development is done on the developer’s PC. The developer records the
major changes in each new release in a change history.
The operator is responsible for archiving software releases, related
documents and results for a standard case. The operator stores releases
and standard test data in the CVS depository on a central server. In this
way, new releases can easily be distributed to the operational
platform(s). The last two operational versions are available on CD or
DVD. The operator also stores and archives map production results (see
next section).
System environments
From the above it becomes clear that one can distinguish 3 different
environments:
1. The developer’s environment. This is the PC of the developer
maintaining the BAS software. Also used for testing purposes of
course.
2. The test environment. This is the PC of the operator. Here the
standard test case can be repeated with new software releases
issued by the developer. Explorative computations (contributing to
filling out the final production script) for a map production request
can also be done in this environment.
3. The operational environment. This is a machine dedicated to the
processing of BAS map production orders. At least the final BAS run
is done on this machine (by means of the final production script).
All final runs of map production requests can be found here (as
long as disk space is available).

3.7.2.5 Delivery and archiving of map production results
The operator delivers and archives the results from a map production
request.
The operator packs the computed depth map, the related meta data
and the case summary into a map production archive named like
‘BAS2D_domburg_B1_22jul2005.zip’.
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Next, the operator makes sure that this archive is made available to
Rijkswaterstaat through the ARGOSS FTP-site.
Note that the final map production script varies with each request
(different tuning parameters, number of iterations, grid level, etcetera;
see appendix D). Therefore, the final production script has to be
archived together with the results. This archive is named like
‘BAS2D_finalscript_domburg_B1_22jul2005.zip’.
Results are also stored on CD or DVD and will be available for a period
of 6 years.
3.7.2.6 The map production process
Obeying the procedures for map production in section 3.7.2.1, the
operator would use the following checklist.
Checks that can be performed before reading the actual input data:


Check whether the present version of the software is able to
reproduce the results of the standard/reference case



Check external conditions at image acquisition times
o Wind speed is between 4–8 m/s
o Flow velocity is at least 0.3 m/s

Checks performed after or while importing the actual input data:
1. Validate the (imported) input data:
Validate soundings
a. Observed depth must be positive everywhere
b. Observations are consistent (no outliers)
c. Missing data is replaced by one and only one missing
value indicator
d. The co-ordinates are in RD
e. Observed depth is relative to a well known chart datum
Validate image(s)
f. Each image covers the area mentioned in the map
production order
g. Each image is acquired within the correct time window
h. Each image shows significant bottom features
i. The spatial resolution of each geo-coded image is 12.5
m
Validate current data and water level
j. Missing data is replaced by one and only one missing
value indicator (to be agreed on)
k. Variations over time must not exceed a predefined
value (to be agreed on)
l. Current and water level points must cover the grid
boundary
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2. Validate data in the area of interest
a. Check area of interest against map production order
b. Check that all co-ordinates are in UTM
c. Visually inspect the land-water mask per image
d. Check survey lines in area against map production order
e. Each image shows significant bottom features in the
area of interest
3. Validate (data converted to) the computational grid
a. The grid equals the advised grid
b. The area to be charted is consistent with the available
sounding tracks
c. The flow field is consistent with the image backscatter
4. Selection of calibration data
a. Selected calibration vectors are chosen along the edge
of the water surface
b. Sounding tracks along the edge of the grid are used for
calibration
c. Only sounding tracks in the internal part of the grid are
used for reference
5. Validate the computed depth map
a. Check the large scale agreement between computed
depth and soundings
b. Check the small scale agreement between computed
depth and echo soundings along reference tracks
c. Check that the chosen grid level gives the best
agreement between computed depth and soundings
d. Check the deviation measure (appendix E)
e. Check the match between flow vectors used for
calibration and the computed flow field
f. Check the agreement between the observed and the
computed radar image
g. Check the agreement between the computed depth and
the computed radar image
h. Check that the optimal model settings are recorded in
the designated part of the production script
6. Validate the exported depth map
a. Check that the exported (and interpolated) depth map
matches the final map in workspace
7. Validate the archive and check the delivery
a. Check that the (adapted) production script reproduces
the results of steps 1–6 above
b. Check that the log file and the results of the final run
and the exported deliverables are neatly stored (no
garbage) on disk.
c. Make sure that the log file and the results of the final
run and the exported deliverables are neatly stored (no
garbage) on CD or DVD
d. Make sure that the map delivery archive (named like
‘BAS2D_domburg_B1_22jul2005.zip’ ) has been made
available through the ARGOSS FTP-site
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The above checklist is the guidance for the operator when taking
decisions during the map production process. The process of map
production is outlined in Figures 4–5 below.
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Figure 4 Map production workflow (1).
The numbers in square brackets [] refer to the checklist in section 3.7.2.6.
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Figure 5 Operator Map production workflow (2).
The numbers in square brackets [] refer to the checklist in section 3.7.2.6.
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3.7.2.7 Risk analysis
In the process of map production, a number of non-automated human
decisions play a role. This section pays attention to the influence of
(reasonable) human decisions and choices. Human choices are said to
be critical if they significantly affect quality of the BAS results. Noncritical human choices affect results only moderately. In principle, a
well trained ARGOSS operator does not take unreasonable human
decisions.
The following are critical human choices:


The choice of an appropriate SAR image

Appendix B contains an example of this selection process.
As stated earlier, the SAR image should contain enough information
that can be related to bottom features. The first step in ordering SAR
images for a particular area is to identify the area of interest and the
time window allowed. These attributes can be found in the map
production order. In general hundreds of images satisfy this demand:
the long list. Next, external conditions at image acquisition times are
found. After taking the thumb rules for external conditions into account
(checking the range of wind speed and flow conditions) and demanding
complete coverage of the area of interest, a typical short list of about
ten images remains. Quick looks of these images are checked for
bottom related features, especially in the area of interest. The BAS
kernel only needs 1 usable image. In the worst case scenario, when no
usable SAR image can be found, BAS will have to do with soundings
only. In this case BAS boils down to a mere interpolation program (just
like DIGIPOL, the standard Rijkswaterstaat product).


Model parameter(s) for tuning the influence of the SAR image

The operator tunes the influence of the SAR image by comparison of
the computed depth with the soundings along a reference track. The
small scale (hundreds of meters) variations should be introduced by
turning on the SAR image. If the SAR image does not contain enough
information, this will fail and BAS will fall back to interpolation mode
(similar to the case where no SAR images are available at all).
The standard BAS2D test case contained in appendix C shows the
influence of the SAR image most clearly in figures C9, C10 and C11.


The choice of the optimal grid level

The operator is responsible for choosing the most favourable grid level
from all grid levels offered by the BAS2D multi-grid algorithm.
Typically, BAS2D discerns grid levels like 25 m, 50 m, 100 m, 200 m
and 400 m. The operator has to repeat computations at various grid
levels and choose the level that gives the best fit between computed
depth and soundings along reference tracks. Plots similar to the one in
Figure C10 (appendix C) are used to find the best fitting pattern. As
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usual, the deviation measure (appendix F) must not be forgotten. In the
standard BAS2D test case, the 50m grid proved to give better results
than the (finest) 25m grid.
There is another important external factor that influences BAS results:
the steepness of the seabed.


Evidently, the steepness of the seabed cannot be controlled
from within BAS. The steeper the seabed, the larger the error in
the computed depth. The standard deviation of the error in the
BAS computations (relative to the soundings) increases
approximately linearly with the standard deviation of the
steepness of the seabed.

The following are non-critical human choices or interpretations:
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Interactive tuning of the large scale seabed variations
The tuning of the computation of the flow field
The interactive assessment of a land-water mask (figure C6 in
appendix C)
The selection of flow vectors used for calibration (figure C8 in
appendix C)
The number of iterations needed in a run
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4 Audit requirements ARGOSS/BAS
...............................................................................
In this chapter, the audit requirements are described, as established by
Leon Hendriks (AeroVision) and Nicholas Nass (IBAS ICT) based on the
BAS user requirements for Rijkswaterstaat (see chapter 2) and the
description of the BAS service by ARGOSS (see chapter 3, The
bathymetry service chain).
This is an English translation of the original Dutch document, included
as Bijlage G.

4.1

Introduction

The execution of an audit is a means to verify the existence, the
operation and the fulfilment of (administrative) systems. In this context,
an audit does not give a comment in substance on the quality of the
end product. It only is a means to ascertain that the organisation in
consideration executes the production process in a controlled way,
organises its processes on paper, and that these processes in reality are
fulfilled as well. In this context, ‘controlled’ means that the process is
predictable and provided with sufficient assurance measures.
This audit aims at stating that ARGOSS has
• a definitive service definition (customer requirements, product
definition, functional description of service, process definition and
identification of risks);
• a Client-Provider-Client interface
and that
• the service is at the level of operational readiness.
To be able to state that “the level of operational readiness“ is achieved,
first a document review will be performed. The review starts with
checking that the necessary documentation is present (definitive service
definition and a client-provider-client interface). The documentation
should give a clear indication that the process, if fulfilled, is controlled
and includes measures to quarantine that it is valid and will be fulfilled.
More or less this describes a quality management system.
After the document review, a systems review will be performed. The
existence and the operation of the described processes will be assessed.
If this requirement is fulfilled, this means that the service ARGOSS
offers is operational.
We emphasize that previous investigations showed that the BAS
product fulfills the requirements for specific areas.
The preparation of the audit plan and the related document review in
June 2005 gave rise to the auditors to advise ARGOSS to improve to
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some extent the required documentation. One of the results of this
document review was the request of ARGOSS to receive some further
information on the requirements. This third version of the audit
requirements serves that request and overrides the previously
established requirements.

4.2

Audit requirements general remarks

4.2.1

User requirements Rijkswaterstaat

Client of this audit is Rijkswaterstaat. The audit aims at judging whether
ARGOSS can offer the BAS to Rijkswaterstaat as an operational service,
where the process is operational, reproducible, and verifiable, where
the quality is guaranteed and the service is reliable and guaranteed.
Therefore Rijkswaterstaat establishes the document RWS user
requirements (included as chapter 2 in this overall report).
4.2.2

Scope of the audit

The scope of the audit includes all documents, processes and other
aspects that influence the BAS product of ARGOSS. The audit does not
comprise ARGOSS as a whole.

4.3

Audit ARGOSS/BAS

It is stressed that the audit ARGOSS/BAS does not judge the validity of
the BAS method. Previous projects did that extensively. Moreover, in
2004 a pilot was performed in the Western Scheldt and in 2005 a pilot
will be organised in the Wadden Sea. The goal of the audit is stating
that ARGOSS is able to produce depth maps corresponding with the
two service classes 4.
To perform the audit in an effective way, the definitive version of the
following documents 5 is needed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BAS
BAS
BAS
BAS
BAS

product definition
quality assurance
functional description
operator instructions
system management description

ARGOSS
ARGOSS
ARGOSS
ARGOSS
ARGOSS

This list is not intended to sum up the necessary documents. One or
more documents should be present that cover the subjects in such a
way that it can be judged that the process in practice is taking place in
a controlled way as described in its documents.

4 It could very well be that ARGOSS is only experienced in using service class 1 and that no
evidence can be offered for production according to service class 2.
5 These documents or other documents that address these subjects explicitly.
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4.4

Execution of the audit

The audit will be executed based on the required documents. First, an
audit plan will be established, based on the contents of the documents.
The audit plan will be sent to RWS and ARGOSS. After synchronization
of agendas with ARGOSS, directly following the document review the
audit will take place at Marknesse. Finally, the report will be offered in
concept to ARGOSS as information and to Rijkswaterstaat for review
and for verification whether the assignment was addressed well. None
of the parties involved should consider this concept report as formally
valid.
After the review comments have been collected, the auditors will
establish the definitive report. This report is the only valid audit result.

4.5

Completion of this activity

As stated in section 4.4, the auditors still wait for the definitive
documents from RWS and ARGOSS. After this, a period of at least
three weeks is needed to write the report in concept and, providing an
appointment can be made, another three weeks are needed to establish
the definitive report, with which the assignment is completed.
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5 Final report audit bathymetry service chain
...............................................................................
This chapter is the final report of the audit of the BAS bathymetry
service chain at ARGOSS. The audit was executed and this report
written by Leon Hendriks (AeroVision) and Nicholas Nass (IBAS ICT).
This is an English translation of the original Dutch document, included
as Bijlage G.

5.1

Introduction

On Monday, 12 December 2005, the auditors executed an audit at
ARGOSS in the framework of the project “Towards implementation of
the BAS within Rijkswaterstaat”. The objective of the audit was “to
ascertain that the service is at the level of operational readiness by
having an audit“. The audit itself was executed with reference to the
audit requirements, version 3.0, as established by the principal (see
chapter 4 of this overall report; original Dutch version included as
Bijlage G, Auditvereisten ARGOSS/BAS).

5.2

Audit objects

In work package 4 “Production Software” of the project description of
the project “Towards implementation of the BAS within
Rijkswaterstaat”, de following objects are defined that ARGOSS should
present:
• Version management
• Functional description BAS Software
• Case administration and management
In work package 5 the following object is defined that ARGOSS should
present:
• Functional description of the production process including a risk
analysis and a cost/benefit analysis.
In work package 6 the following object is defined that ARGOSS should
present:
• Process quality procedures including the metadata required by RWS.
The audit requirements request ARGOSS to deliver these objects by
means of the following documents:
• BAS Product definition
• BAS Quality Assurance
• BAS Functional description
• BAS Operator Instructions
• BAS Systems management description.
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The audit concentrated on these documents. Subject of the audit were
the contents of these documents as well as the verifiability of the
measures.

5.3

Findings in general

5.3.1

Document review

The document review that preceded the audit at ARGOSS, showed a
complete description of the contents of the process and the tools (in
particular the BAS Software) that are used for it. Complying with the
description in the documentation will result in a controlled process,
including an effective quality assurance.
Production planning
The auditors noticed that service class level 1 and service class level 2
are distinguished explicitly, but that in the description of actions in the
production process and the quality management system the distinction
whether an action is generic or specific for a service class is never
made.
By the attention in the documentation for the long-term survey
planning of Rijkswaterstaat and its relation with the long-term project
planning of ARGOSS, the impression is made that exclusively this longterm commitment of RWS facilitates the production of BAS depth
maps. In particular chapter 7, section 1, is very positively on this. These
conditions turn out to be the implementation of the requirement of
Rijkswaterstaat that the BAS service must be guaranteed for a period of
six years. Other, more ad hoc assignments can also be delivered.
Bas 2d Kernel
The Operator manual gives an overview of the steering functions that
correspond well with the map production workflow described
elsewhere in the documentation. Moreover, the listed instructions are
clear and dedicated. In this way, the description is balanced. However,
instructions clarifying the operator when an activity is completed and
the following activity can be started with, are missing. That is, the meta
instructions which secure the process quality.
5.3.2

Audit findings

Management commitment
The auditors ascertained that the management of ARGOSS finds the
requirements of a controlled process of the greatest importance. The
management completely supports the effort to comply with the
requirements.
Systems management
The auditors ascertained that ARGOSS in its systems management
complies with the requirements with respect to an explicit separation of
the development, test and operational environments. Also a system for
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version management is implemented and the existence of a case
administration and management is demonstrated. However, these
measures are not included in the document Bathymetry Service Chain,
version 2.0, September 2005, and official documentation is lacking.
Production Process
The process description of the production is balanced and reflects,
according to the auditors, the actual practice. The required risk analysis
(in accordance with the requirements as described in work package 5) is
lacking.
The auditors ascertained that the data delivered to the client are
reproducible. This means that ARGOSS is actually able to deliver an
identical end product, based on the original source data and the
actually used BAS version and scripts. This is of course restricted to the
storage period agreed upon in the contract.
Cost/benefit analysis
With respect to the cost/benefit analysis (also required in the project
plan), already during the project it was ascertained that ARGOSS is able
to quote a price for a depth map, but that Rijkswaterstaat can not give
a quantitative quote for the savings on the echo soundings
(vaklodingen). Nevertheless, during the project the premise that
application of this methodology will lead to substantial savings was
confirmed. This analysis was not included in the audit explicitly.
Quality Assurance
With respect to the Quality Assurance, the auditors ascertained that the
described quality system contains the activities that facilitate quality
assurance, but that the quality documents are lacking from the
description. Also an indication of authorities and responsibilities are
lacking. The auditors noticed that the quality assurance system does
contain a risk analysis, but the production process does not.
Actually, it cannot be proved that the described quality process is
complied with. This means that it cannot be proved that the steps as
illustrated in figure 4 and 5 (pages 49 en 50 of the document
Bathymetry Service chain, versie 2.0, September 2005, pages 74 and
75 in chapter 3 of this overall report) are complied with and that the
necessary quality documents are lacking. It is not clear to the auditors
to which extent the recommendations as described in terms of risk
analysis in section 7.2.7 (3.7.2.7 of this report) are actually applied in
practice.
Being asked, ARGOSS states that implementation of a complete quality
management system will only be a matter of time. At this moment, the
demand for depth maps produced with BAS is not large enough to
justify the necessary large investments.
The required meta data, necessary for Rijkswaterstaat to ascertain that
the delivered product is produced using the required source data, are
actually present and complete.
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5.4

Conclusions in general

Based on the findings above, the auditors ascertain that ARGOSS
complies with the requirements of reproducibility and verifiability of the
delivered end product. It is noticed, however, that the production
process itself is not verifiable and reproducible afterwards.
Based on the findings above, the auditors ascertain that ARGOSS
carefully deals with the product quality assurance, but that the
production process and the quality management process are apparently
considered as two distinct subjects. For example, the described
production process is complied with carefully and precise, while the
quality process is not.
Given the knowledge present within ARGOSS and actually used for all
steps of the production process, the possibility that the required
production quality is not accomplished, is negligible. However, as soon
as the demand increases, ARGOSS will not be able any more to
guarantee that the present level of knowledge on science and
methodology can be used for all steps of the production process. In
that case the possibility increases that the delivered end products will
not comply with the requirements. If the necessary quality documents
will be added to the system, establishing the described quality system
will mitigate this risk effectively.
The currently available Operator manual contains adequate information
for those ARGOSS employees that now work on the production
process. Their specialist, system and methodical knowledge is that
profound that there is no risk of using the BAS 2D kernel erroneously.
However, as soon as employees with less profound knowledge are
employed, this risk is actually present and the present operation
instructions do not suffice any longer.
The risk that third party data is erroneous, leading to production based
on erroneous source data, is currently not present because the
employees involved have a knowledge level high enough to detect this
kind of errors. However, as soon as this knowledge level is not present
any longer for all steps of the process, without doubt a well
documented validation will be explicitly necessary as a formal first step
in the production process.

5.5

Recommendations

The auditors recommend ARGOSS to remove the client specific
requirements from the present description of the production process
and quality system. Besides, the importance of these requirements for
the assurance of the product and the service is rather limited.
The auditors are of the opinion that specific delivery conditions that are
connected with specific client requirements (for example: six years of
availability for Rijkswaterstaat; the ARGOSS long term survey planning)
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should not be present in the documentation of the production process,
but in the contract administration.
The focus of ARGOSS still is very product related and ARGOSS is
successful with respect to this. However, it is recommended that the
more or less facilitairy character of the quality assurance be optimised
in such a way that it is incorporated in the production process soon.
The auditors are of the opinion that specifically the knowledge
intensive character of the Bathymetry Service Chain potentially will lead
to the largest risks. Therefore it is considered wise on the long term to
improve the operator instructions and system management with more
specialistic and robust documentation.

5.6

Final conclusion

ARGOSS is a service provider offering services that are very knowledge
intensive. Moreover, it is an innovative company that invests many
resources in innovations. The Bathymetry Service Chain is a striking
example of this.
In general, the central focus of companies like this is on product
innovation and that also holds for ARGOSS. Relatively trivial subjects
like process control do not automatically receive attention from the
employees. Nevertheless, ARGOSS succeeded in establishing the
production process in such a way that the end product can be proved
to be reproducible and verifiable. Moreover, ARGOSS already invests in
the next phase to migrate to. In that phase the management will pay
even more attention to establishing a production process that is
efficient and effective.
Therefore, the auditors are of the opinion that it can be proved that
within ARGOSS the production takes place in a controlled way, that in
every respect complies with the requirements as formulated in the
project description: “the service is at the level of operational
readiness”. Therefore there is no need for Rijkswaterstaat to doubt on
the extent to which ARGOSS for a period of several years is able to
deliver depth maps of the specifically indicated areas, complying with
the required service and product requirements as established in the
Rijkswaterstaat user requirements.
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6 Cost-benefit analysis
...............................................................................
One of the reasons for implementing an innovative service like BAS in
the processes of Rijkswaterstaat, is the expected cost benefit. To be
able to make a valid decision on including the BAS in the processes for
bathymetry, the project proposal also contained a cost-benefit analysis.
This turned out to be a tenacious part of the project. See also section
2.4.5 of the BAS user requirements.
Because of the financial system used by Dutch governmental
organisations like Rijkswaterstaat, it is almost impossible to make a fair
comparison between the costs with and without the BAS service. The
costs for an assignment to ARGOSS can be made clear, leading to a
price per hectare of a depth map. For using the BAS, echo soundings
are still necessary. These can be ordered by ARGOSS as described as
service class 2 in section 2.2, leading to a total price per hectare.
However, service class 1 utilizes the echo soundings of Rijkswaterstaat.
In this case and in the case that only echo soundings and DIGIPOL are
used, the total costs are difficult to assess because of the financial
structure of the government.
A way of comparing the costs with and without the BAS is considering
the ‘out of pocket’ costs for Rijkswaterstaat. It would be benificial for
Rijkswaterstaat to use the BAS if the ‘out of pocket’ costs using the BAS
are lower than those using conventional techniques.
The out of pocket costs for the conventional technique consist of ship
time, man hours of the crew and for data processing including DIGIPOL
interpolation. Use of BAS will result in executing echo soundings at
transects 600 m apart instead of 200 m and hence in a saving. The
costs of the BAS service must be lower than this saving.
A comparison on precision, reliability, uniformity, continuity and costbenefit of techniques for depth maps used for monitoring is currently
under study. In this study, the costs of echo soundings with and
without use of the BAS will be compared for two specific cases: an area
in the Western Scheldt and one in de Wadden Sea. See [R. Perluka, E.B.
Wiegmann, R.W.L. Jordans and L.M.Th. Swart, Opnametechnieken
Waddenzee].
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7 Conclusions and recommendations
...............................................................................
The conclusions and recommendations of the project are mainly those
described in the final audit report in chapter 5. See sections 5.4
(Conclusions in general), 5.5 (Recommendations) and 5.6 (Final
conclusion).
In short, the external audit concluded that, although the focus of
ARGOSS is more on knowledge and innovation than on process
control, the BAS service is operational, reproducible, verifiable and
reliable and can be offered to Rijkswaterstaat as operational.
However, this does not mean that the BAS will actually be used to
produce all depth maps. This depends on the strategy that will be
selected to fulfill the exact information needs. For this strategy also
other acquisition techniques are considered and weighed out. This is
done in [R. Perluka, E.B. Wiegmann, R.W.L. Jordans and L.M.Th.
Swart, Opnametechnieken Waddenzee]. See also [L.M.Th. Swart,
Kleine kroniek van het BAS].
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Bijlage A

Contributing organisations

...............................................................................
P.O. Box 35
2600 AA Delft
The Netherlands
Kluyverweg 1
2629 HS Delft
The Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0)15 278 80 25
Fax +31 (0)15 262 30 96
Email info@nivr.nl
www.nivr.nl

NATIONAL USER SUPPORT PROGRAMME (NUSP)
2001-2005
http://www.ao-go.nivr.nl

The National User Support Programme 2001-2005 (NUSP) is executed by the Netherlands Agency for
Aerospace Programmes (NIVR) and the SRON Netherlands Institute for Space Research. The NUSP is
financed from the national space budget. The NUSP subsidy arrangement contributes to the
development of new applications and policy-supporting research, institutional use and use by private
companies.
The objectives of the NUSP are:
•

To support those in the Netherlands, who are users of information from existing and future
European and non-European earth observation systems in the development of new applications
for scientific research, industrial and policy research and operational use;

•

To stimulate the (inter)national service market based on space-based derived operational geoinformation products by means of strengthening the position of the Dutch private service sector;

•

To assist in the development of a national Geo-spatial data and information infrastructure, in
association with European and non-European infrastructures, based on Dutch user needs;

•

To supply information to the general public on national and international space-based geoinformation applications, new developments and scientific research results.
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Organisation
Rijkswaterstaat Adviesdienst
Geo-informatie en ICT
Derde Werelddreef 1
2622 HA Delft

The Directorate-General for Public Works and Water Management
(Rijkswaterstaat/RWS) is the executive branche of the Ministry of
Transport, Public Works and Water Management (V&W). Under the
command of a departmental Minister and State Secretary, it constructs,
manages, develops and maintains the Netherlands’ main infrastructure
networks.

Postbus 5023
2600 GA Delft

Rijkswaterstaat’s core tasks

The Netherlands

•
•
•
•
•

Phone +31 15 275 75 75
Web www.rijkswaterstaat.nl/
rws/agi/home/

To
To
To
To
To

ensure safe and unimpeded movement of traffic
construct, manage and maintain the main roads and waterways
protect the Netherlands against flooding
ensure an adequate supply of good quality water for all users
generate reliable information in a user friendly format

Geo-information and ICT Department
Rijkswaterstaat has six specialist departments, which provide technical
and scientific information and support for preparation of Ministry
policies and planning and implementation of tasks of the regional
departments. The Geo-information and ICT Department (Adviesdienst
Geo-informatie en ICT, AGI) serves Rijkswaterstaat with accurate geoinformation and delivers the generic ICT infrastructural needs and
systems.
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Advisory and Research Group on
Geo Observation Systems and Services

ARGOSS
postal address:
p.o. box 61

ARGOSS is a privately owned company developing and providing
innovative solutions on environmental issues to the offshore, coastal
and harbour sector. Close links with research institutes, universities and
being backed up by the maritime industry ensures that the latest
techniques and services are available for our clients.

8325 ZH Vollenhove
The Netherlands
telephone +31 527 242299

Our staff include highly qualified physicists, mathematicians,
information technology engineers and coastal engineers, having many
years of experience in the coastal and oceanographic sector.

telefax +31 527 242016
e-mail info@argoss.nl
website www.argoss.nl

ARGOSS is at the leading edge of coastal mapping and marine
information services for planning and design of activities and of
infrastructures in ports, coastal and offshore areas. With many years of
experience in projects and in-house developed global databases of
observations and models of wind, waves, sea level and currents
ARGOSS is well placed to respond to needs of clients worldwide.
ARGOSS is specialised in processing radar, optical and acoustics
measurements, numerical modelling, assimilation of measurements in
models and the development of marine environmental information
services and decision support systems.
Amongst others, the services of ARGOSS include
•
•
•
•

Web based Marine Environmental Information and Decision Support
Forecasting and hindcasting
Mapping and monitoring
Consultancy, Product Development and Research

ARGOSS was founded in 1995 and is located in the Geomatics Business
Park in Marknesse, the Netherlands.
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AeroVision
Bussummerstraat 3
1411 PK Naarden
The Netherlands
telephone +31 35 6946448
telefax +31 35 6021052
e-mail info@aerovision.nl
website www.aerovision.nl

AeroVision is a young and innovative consulting company with a team
of experienced and creative consultants and project managers. We help
our customers realising their ideas and plans for using geo-visualisation
products like aerial and satellite imagery, 360° panoramic photography,
laser scans, mapping, 3D visualisations, etc.
We advise on visual products usefull and optimal for the work
processes of our customers and help managing the outsourcing and
purchasing. In this we operate independent of suppliers and producers.
In the current project, Leon Hendriks and Nicholas Nass were involved.
Leon Hendriks is managing director of AeroVision. Nicholas Nass has
twenty years of experience as a manager and consultant in the public
and private sectors. During the project, he worked with IBAS ICT, now
merged with Ordina. He frequently cooperates with AeroVision and is
currently involved in two large tunnel building projects as a consultant.
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Bijlage B

How to select a SAR image

...............................................................................
This appendix, belonging to chapter 2 on the BAS service chain, shows
an example of how a SAR image is chosen for usage with BAS. Below
quick looks of SAR images are shown in figures B1–B7.
The first step in ordering SAR images for a particular area is to identify
the area of interest and the time window allowed. These attributes can
be found in the map production order. In this case, a long list of 738
images covering the area and time window was found. Next, external
conditions at image acquisition times were found. After taking the
thumb rules for external conditions into account (checking the range of
wind speed and flow conditions) and demanding complete coverage of
the area of interest, a short list of 7 images remained. Quick looks of
these images are shown below. Finally, the quick looks were checked
for bottom related features, especially in the (lower) left part of the
image showing England (the estuary of the river Thames).
The first two images show clear bottom features. In general white to
black transitions in flow direction indicate decreasing depth (increasing
flow, decreasing roughness and back scatter). So when flow leaves a
channel onto a shallow plate, one would see a sharp edged white to
black transition. The lower right part of the first image shows a channel
in vertical direction with such a transition to the right (outgoing tide).
The first two images (figures B1–B2) were accepted. The rejected
images (figures B3–B6) show black areas due to lack of wind. The last
image (figure B7) could have been used too.
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Figure B1 Quick look of Ers2 SAR image acquired on 20021105 at 10:47
(accepted).

Figure B2 Quick look of Envisat ASAR image acquired on 20021105 at 10:19
(accepted).
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Figure B3 Quick look of Ers1 SAR image acquired on 19950515 at 10:49
(rejected).
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Figure B4 Quick look of Ers1 SAR image acquired on 19950812 at 10:52
(rejected).
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Figure B5 Quick look of Ers1 SAR image acquired on 199606032 at 10:49
(rejected).
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Figure B6 Quick look of Ers2 SAR image acquired on 19960604 at 10:49
(rejected).
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Figure B7 Quick look of Ers2 SAR image acquired on 20010722 at 10:51
(unused).
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Bijlage C

The BAS2D standard test case

...............................................................................
This appendix belongs to chapter 2 on the BAS service chain.
Together with the BAS2D software, a standard test case is maintained.
The input data files with soundings, flow conditions, water level and
(geo-coded) SAR image are part of this standard test set. When a new
BAS2D release becomes available, the operator must be able to either
reproduce the results of this test case or to understand any (significant)
differences.
The area of interest is a 20 x 20km area near Domburg at Walcheren
(Zeeland). Figure C2 shows the location of the area of interest in terms
of UTM co-ordinates.
Apart from being a reference, the plots below illustrate the map
production process as pointed out in section 3.5.2 (and more detailed
in section 3.7.2). The geo-coded SAR image, imported soundings,
currents, water level elevation (raw and corrected) and the land-water
mask (derived from the SAR image) are shown for the area of interest
in figures C1–C6. Figures C7, C8 and C14a show data converted to the
finest computational grid. Sounding tracks used for calibration and
reference (C7), the flow vectors used as boundary conditions (C8) and
the observed SAR image (C14a). Results, computed on the one but
finest grid level (50m), in figures C9–C13 and C14b show the influence
of the SAR image.
The test case production script (appendix D) generated the results
below as well as the corresponding log file (appendix E).
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Figure C1 Geo-coded Ers2 SAR image of the coastal zone of Walcheren
(Zeeland) acquired on 19950702 at 10:40. The area of interest near Domburg
shows sand waves perpendicular to the coast. Axes show pixel count.

Figure C2 Sounding tracks superimposed on SAR image.
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Figure C3 RIKZ Flow field in area of interest supplying the current boundary
conditions.

Figure C4a RIKZ raw water level elevation in area of interest with apparent
outliers.
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Figure C4b RIKZ water level elevation in area of interest with outliers
removed.

Figure C5 RIKZ echo soundings in area of interest (presented as seabed level).
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Figure C6 Land-water mask in area of interest derived from SAR image.

Figure C7 Calibration (blue) and reference (red) sounding tracks and SAR
image on grid. One of every 3 tracks is used for calibration. The other two
reference tracks are used for validation purposes only.
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Figure C8 RIKZ flow field (white) and calibration flow vectors (red) and SAR
image on grid. Calibration vectors are drawn with a different scale.
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Figure C9a Computed depth (focusing on large scale variations ignoring SAR
image) on grid.

Figure C9b Computed depth (with small scale variations induced by SAR
image) on grid.
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Figure C10a Computed depth (focusing on large scale variations ignoring SAR
image) and soundings along reference track 14.

Figure C10b Computed depth (with small scale variations induced by SAR
image) and soundings along reference track 14.
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Figure C11a Computed depth (focusing on large scale variations ignoring SAR
image) and soundings along reference track 17.

Figure C11b Computed depth (with small scale variations induced by SAR
image) and soundings along reference track 17.
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Figure C12a Computed depth (focusing on large scale variations ignoring SAR
image) and soundings along calibration track 16.

Figure C12b Computed depth (with small scale variations induced by SAR
image) and soundings along calibration track 16.
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Figure C13a Computed depth and sounding surface (focusing on large scale
variations ignoring SAR image) on grid.

Figure C13b Computed depth and sounding surface (with small scale
variations induced by SAR image) on grid.
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Figure C14a Observed SAR image on grid.

Figure C14b Computed SAR image on grid.
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Bijlage D

The BAS2D man-machine interface

...............................................................................
This appendix belongs to chapter 2 on the BAS service chain.
The operator interacts with BAS2D through the man-machine interface
(MMI). Distinction must be made between the Geo-coder and the
BAS2D kernel. Both packages are implemented in MATLAB.
The Geo-coder has a graphical user interface (GUI) as shown in figure
D1. Importing and geo-coding a radar SAR image is relatively
straightforward and can be very well automated. The operator instructs
the Geo-coder to read a SAR image from CD, to geo-code the image
and to export the results in a region of interest.

Figure D1 The graphical user interface (GUI) of the Geo-coder.
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The BAS2D kernel is not so straightforward and depends on a number
of human decisions that are difficult to automate (see risk analysis
section 3.7.2.7). As a result, the BAS2D kernel presents itself to the
operator through MATLAB functions/scripts. A GUI would not add any
value for the operator who is supposed to be familiar with MATLAB.
The operator uses (a template of) the main script for the map
production process. This main function calls upon all necessary sub
functions and offers the opportunity to fixate choices (functions are
listed in the operator manual in section 3.6). The main script, as used
for the standard test case near Domburg, is listed below for illustration.
The numbering in the source code corresponds to the numbering of the
production steps pointed out in the description of the BAS2D kernel
(section 3.5).

%===================================================================
% Template of BAS2D operator script
%===================================================================
delete('logfile');
clear;
%
% Name of operator, program versions
%
OperatorName
= 'Peter Groenewoud';
OperatorVersion = operator_version;
GeocoderVersion = geocoder_version;
BAS2DVersion
= bas2d_version;
% UNcomment/comment this statement to turn ON/OFF DEMO MODE
% In demo mode, plots are made and the program pauses after each plot
demo = 'on';
%
%
%
%
%

Activate this statetement to turn OFF plotting
Plotting cannot be turned off in demo mode
If switched off, plotting cannot be turned on in normal mode
First clear PlotContext then switch to -area-,-case- or -run- again
SetPlotContext('off');

% Set area of interest (AOI)
SetArea('domburg');
%===========================================
% 1. Import and process AREA data around AOI
%===========================================
% 1.1 Import radar image(s)
%SetSARList({'ers1-20723-2565','ers2-10340-2565'});
SetSARList({'ers1-20723-2565'});
ImportSAR;
% 1.2 Import echo soundings
ImportSoundings;
% 1.3 Import sea surface elevation
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ImportElevation;
% 1.4 Import current vectors
ImportCurrent;
%=============================================
% 2. Arrange/process raw input data around AOI
%=============================================
% 2.1 Assign land-water mask(s) related to radar image(s)
AssignLWMasks;
% 2.2 Assign echo soundings to tracks
AssignSoundings;
% 2.3 Assign sea surface elevation to SAR
AssignElevation;
% 2.4 Assign current vectors to SAR
AssignCurrent;
% 2.5 Save area data
SaveArea;
close all;
%========================================
% 3. Prepare CASE data on the finest grid
%========================================
% 3.0 Set CASE corresponding to finest gridstep
SetSARParameters;
SetCase(SARresolution);
% 3.1 Set the finest grid optimized for multigrid solver
[dx_coarsest, x_coord, y_coord]= SetFinestGrid (...
squeeze(SoundingInput),squeeze(CurrentInput),squeeze(ElevationInput),S
ARx,SARy,SARresolution);
%
% 3.2 Reduce the amount of soundings by gridding them on the finest
grid
%
[SoundingInput,std_depth,std_sound,depthwavelength]=GridSoundings(x_co
ord, y_coord, SoundingInput);
PlotSoundingsInArea;
% 3.3 Select the (data of the) SAR image to be converted to the finest
grid
SetSAR('ers1-20723-2565');
SelectSARData;
% 3.4 Initialize data on the finest grid
PutLog1('Converting data to the finest grid...');
filename='RunData';
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InitialiseCase;
load(filename);
delete([filename,'.mat']);
clear('filename');
% 3.5 Visualize data on the finest grid
PlotTracksOnSARObserved;
PlotSARObserved;
PlotFlowField;
PlotDepthAndContours;
% 3.6 Save case data
SaveCase;
close all;
%========================================================
% 4. Select soundings and current vectors for calibration
%========================================================
SelectCalibrationSoundings;
SelectCalibrationCurrents;
%============================================================
% 5. Compute depth for a no. of runs with decreasing gridstep
%============================================================
%
% Simulate and show initial state (depth and current and image)
% at finest grid level (which generates the initial state at
% all coarser grid levels too).
%
% 5.1 Compute initial state (for all levels)
%
% Now compute the initial depth chart from soundings
% as well as the corresponding current field and SAR image
%
ComputeInitialState;
%
% Now compute new depth chart starting from the initial state
% Tuning of model parameters and SAR mapping parameters is done here
%
%===================================================================
% 5.2 Compute depth map in several runs
%
% Now compute new depth while experimenting with model parameters and
% SAR mapping parameters at some level, starting from initial state
% on that particular grid level each time
% ===================================================================
%
step=50;
% .1 Load initial model state at finest level
LoadInitialState
% .2 Set current RUN alias gridlevel
SetModelParameters;
SetRun(step);
% .3 Compute depth map for this run (iterate a few times)
Niter= 5;
for IterCount=1:Niter
ComputeDepth;
end
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%

Only keep BAS structs in workspace: delete irrelevant variables

CleanupWorkspace;
%

.4 Visualize results for this run

PlotRunResults
%

.5 Save run results

SaveRun;
close all;
%===================================================================
% 6. Export the depth map and the related meta data to files on disk
%===================================================================
CreateRWSMeta;
ExportRWSMetaToASCII;
ExportRWSDepthToASCII;
% Clean up area : delete all disk files but the latest
%CleanUpArea;
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Bijlage E

A BAS2D log file

...............................................................................
This appendix belongs to chapter 2 on the BAS service chain.
Results of each BAS2D map production request are generated on the
operational machine by running the final map production script. By
running this script, actions are logged to file in order to be able to trace
back the actual data used and choices made. Below, the log file
corresponding to the standard test case near Domburg is shown.

23-Jun-2005 13:57:15>
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> Current AreaId is -domburg23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> Current RawDataDir is -../rawdata/domburg23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> Current PlotContext is -area23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> Loaded area of interest from geocoder AOI file AOI_domburg.mat
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15>
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> AOI for domburg
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15>
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> Center (lat,lon) (51.5403,3.4326)
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> Size
0.29008x0.18089 degrees
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> UTM x-range
520000 until 540000 m Easting
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> UTM y-range
5700000 until 5720000 m Northing
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> RD x-range
9082 until 29735 m Easting
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> RD y-range
386084 until 406737 m Northing
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> Size
20x20 km
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15>
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15>
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> POI for domburg
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15>
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> Time window is 01-Jul-1995 untill 01-Aug-1995 (not included)
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15>
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15>
23-Jun-2005 13:57:15> Current SARList is -ers1-20723-256523-Jun-2005 13:57:16>
23-Jun-2005 13:57:16> About to import 1 SAR images...
23-Jun-2005 13:57:16> Current SARPointer is -ers1-20723-256523-Jun-2005 13:57:16> Import SAR image ers1-20723-2565
23-Jun-2005 13:57:16> Data in SARGeocoded have been restored from most recent file
23-Jun-2005 13:57:16> domburg/SARGeocoded_ers1-20723-2565_domburg_19950702104055.mat
23-Jun-2005 13:57:21> Plot of SARGeocoded has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 13:57:21> domburg/SARGeocoded_ers1-20723-2565_domburg_20050623135719.png
23-Jun-2005 13:57:21>
23-Jun-2005 13:57:21> Importing soundings around area from directory
../rawdata/domburg/soundings...
23-Jun-2005 13:57:39> Found 443957 out of 521610 soundings in AOI
23-Jun-2005 13:57:42> Plot of SoundingInput has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 13:57:42> domburg/SoundingInput_domburg_20050623135739.png
23-Jun-2005 13:57:43> Number of sounding lines is 1
23-Jun-2005 13:57:53> Plot of SoundingInputAlongTrack has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 13:57:53> domburg/SoundingInputAlongTrack1_domburg_20050623135750.png
23-Jun-2005 13:57:56> Plot of TracksSoundingInput has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 13:57:56> domburg/TracksSoundingInput_ers1-207232565_domburg_20050623135754.png
23-Jun-2005 13:57:57> Data in SoundingInput have been saved to file
23-Jun-2005 13:57:57> domburg/SoundingInput_domburg_20050623135756.mat
23-Jun-2005 13:57:57>
23-Jun-2005 13:57:57> Importing elevation around area from directory
../rawdata/domburg/currents...
23-Jun-2005 13:57:58> Date/time attached 02-Jul-1995 12:40:00 is in POI 01-Jul-1995 until 01Aug-1995
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23-Jun-2005 13:57:58> Found 491 out of 16940 elevation samples in AOI
23-Jun-2005 13:57:58> Plot of ElevationArea has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 13:57:58> domburg/ElevationArea_domburg_20050623135758.png
23-Jun-2005 13:57:58> Plot of ElevationDerivativeArea has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 13:57:58> domburg/ElevationDerivativeArea_domburg_20050623135758.png
23-Jun-2005 13:57:59> Remove elevation outliers above -0.75
23-Jun-2005 13:57:59> Remove derivative outliers below 7e-005
23-Jun-2005 13:57:59> Plot of ElevationArea has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 13:57:59> domburg/ElevationArea_domburg_20050623135759.png
23-Jun-2005 13:57:59> Plot of ElevationDerivativeArea has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 13:57:59> domburg/ElevationDerivativeArea_domburg_20050623135759.png
23-Jun-2005 13:57:59>
23-Jun-2005 13:57:59> Importing current around area from directory
../rawdata/domburg/currents...
23-Jun-2005 13:58:00> Date/time attached 02-Jul-1995 12:40:00 is in POI 01-Jul-1995 until 01Aug-1995
23-Jun-2005 13:58:00> Found 491 out of 16940 current vectors in AOI
23-Jun-2005 13:58:01> Plot of CurrentArea has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 13:58:01> domburg/CurrentArea_domburg_20050623135800.png
23-Jun-2005 13:58:01>
23-Jun-2005 13:58:01> About to derive 1 SAR land-water masks...
23-Jun-2005 13:58:01> Current SARPointer is -ers1-20723-256523-Jun-2005 13:58:02> Compute land-water mask for SAR image ers1-20723-2565
23-Jun-2005 13:58:06> Plot of SARLandWaterMask has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 13:58:06> domburg/SARLandWaterMask_ers1-207232565_domburg_20050623135806.png
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> Data in SARLandMask have been saved to file
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> domburg/SARLandMask_domburg_20050623135806.mat
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> About to arranged soundings as tracks
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> Soundings have already been arranged as tracks on input
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07>
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> About to assign sea surface elevation to 1 SAR images...
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> Current SARPointer is -ers1-20723-256523-Jun-2005 13:58:07> Assign elevation to SAR image ers1-20723-2565
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> Data in ElevationInput have been saved to file
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> domburg/ElevationInput_domburg_20050623135807.mat
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07>
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> About to assign current vectors to 1 SAR images...
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> Current SARPointer is -ers1-20723-256523-Jun-2005 13:58:07> Assign current vectors to SAR image ers1-20723-2565
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> Data in CurrentInput have been saved to file
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> domburg/CurrentInput_domburg_20050623135807.mat
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07>
23-Jun-2005 13:58:07> Saving data around area of interest...
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10> Done
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10>
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10> Setting SAR mapping parameters...
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10>
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10> Current CaseId is -c25m23-Jun-2005 13:58:10> Current PlotContext is -case23-Jun-2005 13:58:10>
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10>
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10> Finest grid has been set:
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10> X-range_wanted= 524134 - 537286
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10> Y-range_wanted= 5710545 - 5719949
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10> X-range_chosen= 524159 - 536959
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10> Y-range_chosen= 5710570 - 5719370
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10> Step
= 25 m
23-Jun-2005 13:58:10>
23-Jun-2005 14:04:49>
23-Jun-2005 14:04:49> GridSoundings results:
23-Jun-2005 14:04:49> Enter std_depth= 2.3575 in file BAS2DParams.asc
23-Jun-2005 14:04:49> Enter std_sound= 0.035459 in file BAS2DParams.asc
23-Jun-2005 14:04:49>
23-Jun-2005 14:04:50> Plot of SoundingInputGridded has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:04:50>
domburg/c25m/SoundingInputGridded_c25m_domburg_20050623140450.png
23-Jun-2005 14:04:50> Current SARPointer is -ers1-20723-256523-Jun-2005 14:04:50>
23-Jun-2005 14:04:50> Select data of SAR image ers1-20723-2565 for further processing
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23-Jun-2005 14:04:50> Current SARPointer is -ers1-20723-256523-Jun-2005 14:04:50> Converting data to the finest grid...
23-Jun-2005 14:05:18> Plot of TracksSoundingData has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:05:18>
domburg/c25m/TracksSoundingData_c25m_domburg_20050623140517.png
23-Jun-2005 14:05:19> Plot of SARObserved has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:05:19> domburg/c25m/SARObserved_c25m_domburg_20050623140518.png
23-Jun-2005 14:05:21> Plot of CurrentFieldOnFinestGrid has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:05:21>
domburg/c25m/CurrentFieldOnFinestGrid_c25m_domburg_20050623140521.png
23-Jun-2005 14:05:22> Plot of DepthOnFinestGrid has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:05:22> domburg/c25m/DepthOnFinestGrid_c25m_domburg_20050623140522.png
23-Jun-2005 14:05:22>
23-Jun-2005 14:05:22> Saving data on current grid for case ...c25m
23-Jun-2005 14:05:23> Done
23-Jun-2005 14:05:24>
23-Jun-2005 14:05:24> Select soundings to be used for calibration
23-Jun-2005 14:05:25> Plot of TracksSoundingData has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:05:25>
domburg/c25m/TracksSoundingData_c25m_domburg_20050623140524.png
23-Jun-2005 14:05:25>
23-Jun-2005 14:05:25> Select current vectors to be used for calibration
23-Jun-2005 14:05:26> Plot of CurrentVectorsOnSAR has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:05:26> domburg/c25m/CurrentVectorsOnSAR_ers1-207232565_c25m_domburg_20050623140525.png
23-Jun-2005 14:05:28> Plot of CalibrationVectorsOnSAR has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:05:28>
domburg/c25m/CalibrationVectorsOnSAR_c25m_domburg_20050623140527.png
23-Jun-2005 14:05:28>
23-Jun-2005 14:05:28> Set BAS2D model parameters...
23-Jun-2005 14:05:28>
23-Jun-2005 14:05:28>
23-Jun-2005 14:05:28> Setting SAR mapping parameters on run level...
23-Jun-2005 14:05:28>
23-Jun-2005 14:05:28> Current selectedlevel is -623-Jun-2005 14:05:28> Current RunId is -r25m23-Jun-2005 14:05:28> Current PlotContext is -run23-Jun-2005 14:05:28>
23-Jun-2005 14:05:28>
23-Jun-2005 14:05:28> Computing depth from soundings alone...
23-Jun-2005 14:09:23> Plot of InitialDepth has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:09:23>
domburg/c25m/r25m/InitialDepth_r25m_c25m_domburg_20050623140922.png
23-Jun-2005 14:09:23>
23-Jun-2005 14:09:23> Bias and RMS of all sounding data : -8 mm, 48 cm
23-Jun-2005 14:09:23>
23-Jun-2005 14:09:30> Plot of InitialDepthAndSoundingsSurface has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:09:30>
domburg/c25m/r25m/InitialDepthAndSoundingsSurface_r25m_c25m_domburg_20050623140923.pn
g
23-Jun-2005 14:09:30>
23-Jun-2005 14:09:30> Computing initial current field...
23-Jun-2005 14:23:54> Plot of InitialCurrentField has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:23:54>
domburg/c25m/r25m/InitialCurrentField_r25m_c25m_domburg_20050623142354.png
23-Jun-2005 14:23:54>
23-Jun-2005 14:23:54> Computing initial SAR image...
23-Jun-2005 14:23:56> Plot of InitialSARComputed has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:23:56>
domburg/c25m/r25m/InitialSARComputed_r25m_c25m_domburg_20050623142356.png
23-Jun-2005 14:23:56>
23-Jun-2005 14:23:56> Saving initial state for run ...r25m
23-Jun-2005 14:24:06> Data in InitialState have been saved to file
23-Jun-2005 14:24:06>
domburg/c25m/r25m/InitialState_r25m_c25m_domburg_20050623142356.mat
23-Jun-2005 14:24:06> Done
23-Jun-2005 14:24:06>
23-Jun-2005 14:24:06> Set BAS2D model parameters...
23-Jun-2005 14:24:06>
23-Jun-2005 14:24:06>
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23-Jun-2005 14:24:06> Setting SAR mapping parameters on run level...
23-Jun-2005 14:24:06>
23-Jun-2005 14:24:06> Current selectedlevel is -623-Jun-2005 14:24:06> Current RunId is -r25m23-Jun-2005 14:24:06> Current PlotContext is -run23-Jun-2005 14:24:06>
23-Jun-2005 14:24:06>
23-Jun-2005 14:24:06> Loading initial state for run ...r25m
23-Jun-2005 14:24:07> Data in InitialState have been restored from most recent file
23-Jun-2005 14:24:07>
domburg/c25m/r25m/InitialState_r25m_c25m_domburg_20050623142356.mat
23-Jun-2005 14:24:07> Done
23-Jun-2005 14:24:07>
23-Jun-2005 14:24:07> Set BAS2D model parameters...
23-Jun-2005 14:24:07>
23-Jun-2005 14:24:07>
23-Jun-2005 14:24:07> Setting SAR mapping parameters on run level...
23-Jun-2005 14:24:07>
23-Jun-2005 14:24:07> Current selectedlevel is -523-Jun-2005 14:24:07> Current RunId is -r50m23-Jun-2005 14:24:07> Current PlotContext is -run23-Jun-2005 14:24:07>
23-Jun-2005 14:24:07>
23-Jun-2005 14:24:07> Computing new depth...
23-Jun-2005 14:26:12>
23-Jun-2005 14:26:12> Computing new depth...
23-Jun-2005 14:28:16>
23-Jun-2005 14:28:16> Computing new depth...
23-Jun-2005 14:30:20>
23-Jun-2005 14:30:20> Computing new depth...
23-Jun-2005 14:32:24>
23-Jun-2005 14:32:24> Computing new depth...
23-Jun-2005 14:34:28>
23-Jun-2005 14:34:29> Plot of Depth has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:34:29> domburg/c25m/r50m/Depth_r50m_c25m_domburg_20050623143429.png
23-Jun-2005 14:34:30>
23-Jun-2005 14:34:30> Bias and RMS of all sounding data : -59 mm, 57 cm
23-Jun-2005 14:34:30>
23-Jun-2005 14:34:33> Plot of DepthAndSoundingsSurface has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:34:33>
domburg/c25m/r50m/DepthAndSoundingsSurface_r50m_c25m_domburg_20050623143430.png
23-Jun-2005 14:34:35> Plot of CurrentField has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:34:35>
domburg/c25m/r50m/CurrentField_r50m_c25m_domburg_20050623143434.png
23-Jun-2005 14:34:35> Plot of SARComputed has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:34:35>
domburg/c25m/r50m/SARComputed_r50m_c25m_domburg_20050623143435.png
23-Jun-2005 14:34:35>
23-Jun-2005 14:34:35> Savingdata on current grid for run ...r50m
23-Jun-2005 14:34:44> Done
23-Jun-2005 14:34:44>
23-Jun-2005 14:34:44> Export RWS meta data to file
domburg/c25m/r50m/RWSMeta_r50m_c25m_domburg_20050623143444.txt
23-Jun-2005 14:34:44> Export RWS depth chart to file
domburg/c25m/r50m/RWSDepthChart_r50m_c25m_domburg_20050623143444.txt
23-Jun-2005 14:34:48> Plot of RWSDepthChart has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:34:48>
domburg/c25m/r50m/RWSDepthChart_r50m_c25m_domburg_20050623143447.png
23-Jun-2005 14:34:48>
23-Jun-2005 14:41:16> Plot of InitialDepthAndSoundingsAlongTrack has been saved to plot file
23-Jun-2005 14:41:16>
domburg/c25m/r50m/InitialDepthAndSoundingsAlongTrack14_r50m_c25m_domburg_200506231441
16.png
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Bijlage F

The BAS2D deviation measure

...............................................................................
This appendix belongs to chapter 2 on the BAS service chain.
Results of each BAS2D map production request are checked against
echo soundings. The bias and the root mean square (RMS) of the error
of the computed depth, based on both calibration and reference
soundings, are checked by the software. Figure C7 in appendix C
shows the choice of calibration and reference tracks for the standard
test site. The plots in figure C13 show the deviation measure. The
deviation measure is also found in the log file in appendix E.
Lacking extra soundings, ARGOSS will use this RMS error measure,
both as a quality check and as a predictor for the outcome of the
comparison between BAS2D and DIGIPOL done by Rijkswaterstaat.
Note:
The BAS2D deviation measure is still under revision.
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Bijlage G

Auditvereisten ARGOSS/BAS

...............................................................................
In deze appendix zijn de auditvereisten te vinden, zoals deze door Leon
Hendriks (AeroVision) en Nicholas Nass (IBAS ICT) zijn opgesteld op
basis van de BAS gebruikersvereisten voor Rijkswaterstaat (zie
hoofdstuk 2, BAS user requirements) en de beschrijving van de BASdienstverlening door ARGOSS (zie hoofdstuk 3, The bathymetry service
chain).
An English translation can be found in chapter 4, Audit
requirements.

G.1

Inleiding

Het uitvoeren van een audit is een middel om het bestaan, de werking
en de naleving te verifiëren van (administratieve) systemen. Een audit
geeft in deze context geen inhoudelijk commentaar op de kwaliteit van
het eindproduct, maar is een middel om vast te stellen dat de
organisatie in kwestie op een beheerste wijze het voortbrengingsproces
uitvoert, zijn processen heeft georganiseerd op papier maar ook dat
deze processen in werkelijkheid worden nageleefd. Beheerst betekent in
deze context dat het proces voorspelbaar verloopt en voorzien is van
voldoende borgingsmaatregelen.
Deze audit is erop gericht vast te stellen dat ARGOSS beschikt over
• a definitive service definition (customer requirements, product
definition, functional description of service, process definition and
identification of risks);
• a Client-Provider-Client interface
en dat
• the service is at the level of operational readiness.
Om te kunnen vaststellen dat een niveau van “operational readiness“ is
bereikt zal allereerst een document review worden gehouden waarin
kan worden vastgesteld dat de benodigde documentatie aanwezig is
(definitive service definition en a client-provider-client interface). De
documentatie moet inhoudelijk een beeld schetsen aan de hand
waarvan kan worden aangenomen dat – mits nageleefd – er sprake is
van een beheerst proces inclusief maatregelen die de naleving en de
geldigheid van het proces borgen. Kort samengevat is hier sprake van
een kwaliteitsmanagementsysteem.
Vervolgens zal een systems review worden gehouden waarin het
bestaan en de werking van de beschreven processen worden
vastgesteld. Het beheerst voldoen aan deze vereiste betekent dat
ARGOSS zijn service operationeel paraat heeft.
Met nadruk zij nog maar eens vastgesteld dat eerdere
onderzoeken hebben uitgewezen dat het product (BAS) voldoen aan de
vereisten voor specifieke gebieden.
De voorbereiding van het auditplan en de hiermee
samenhangende document review in juni 2005 is aanleiding geweest
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voor de auditors om te adviseren aan ARGOSS nog wat nadere
aandacht te wijden aan de vereiste documentatie. Een van de resultaten
van deze document review is geweest het verzoek van ARGOSS om
nog wat nadere informatie ten aanzien van de vereisten. Deze derde
versie van de audit requirements dient ertoe aan die vraag te voldoen
en neemt de plaats in van de eerdere vastgestelde requirements.

G.2

Audit requirements algemeen

G.2.1

Gebruikersvereisten Rijkswaterstaat

Opdrachtgever van deze audit is de Rijkswaterstaat. De audit is erop
gericht een oordeel uit te spreken over de vraag of ARGOSS het BAS
als operationele dienstverlening aan Rijkswaterstaat kan aanbieden,
waarbij het proces operationeel, reproduceerbaar en verifieerbaar is,
waarbij de kwaliteit geborgd is en de dienstverlening betrouwbaar en
gegarandeerd is. Daartoe is door de RWS een document opgeleverd
getiteld RWS user requirements (als Bijlage A toegevoegd aan dit
rapport).
G.2.2

Reikwijdte van de audit

De audit strekt zich uit tot alle documenten, processen en overige
aspecten die invloed hebben op het BAS-product van ARGOSS. De
audit heeft dus niet geheel ARGOSS als onderwerp.

G.3

Audit ARGOSS/BAS

De audit ARGOSS/BAS heeft nadrukkelijk niet de intentie om de BAS
methodiek te valideren. Dat is in voorgaande projecten uitputtend
gebeurd. Bovendien is in 2004 een pilot in de Westerschelde uitgevoerd
en wordt in 2005 een pilot uitgevoerd in de Waddenzee. Deze audit
heeft wel ten doel vast te stellen dat ARGOSS in staat is verifieerbaar
dieptekaarten te leveren overeenkomstig beide service classes 6.
Om deze audit effectief te kunnen uitvoeren zijn de navolgende
beschrijvingen 7 in hun definitieve versie benodigd:
6. BAS product definition
7. BAS quality assurance
8. BAS functional description
9. BAS operator instructions
10.BAS system management description

ARGOSS
ARGOSS
ARGOSS
ARGOSS
ARGOSS

Voor de goede orde zij opgemerkt dat bovenstaande omschrijving niet
moet worden opgevat als een opsomming van verschillende
documenten. De onderwerpen dienen te zijn beschreven op een

6

Het is niet ondenkbaar dat ARGOSS uitstluitend ervaring heeft met service class 1 en dat
derhalve geen aantoonbaar bewijs van productie ovk. Service class 2 kan worden
opgeleverd.

7

Deze documenten of andere documenten waarin deze onderwerpen expliciet zijn
geadresseerd.
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zodanige wijze dat in de praktijk kan worden vastgesteld dat het gehele
proces overeenkomstig de beschrijving ervan beheerst plaatsvindt.

G.4

Uitvoering van de audit

De audit zal worden uitgevoerd op basis van de gevraagde
documenten. Allereerst zal op basis van de inhoud van de genoemde
documenten een auditplan worden opgesteld dat ter informatie aan
RWS en ARGOSS wordt toegezonden. Na de benodigde agendaafstemming met ARGOSS, zal aansluitend op de document review ter
plaatse in Marknesse een audit worden uitgevoerd. Tenslotte zal een
conceptrapport worden aangeboden aan ARGOSS ter informatie en
voor inhoudelijk commentaar en aan RWS ter informatie en voor
verificatie van de mate waarin de vraagstelling is geadresseerd. Aan
deze conceptrapporten mag door geen van de partijen enige formele
waarde worden toegekend.
Nadat de commentaren zijn verzameld zal door de auditors een
definitief rapport worden opgeleverd. Dit rapport is het enig geldige
auditresultaat.

G.5

Afronding van deze activiteit

Zoals in paragraaf G.4 aangegeven, wachten de auditors nog op de
definitieve documenten van de hand van RWS en ARGOSS. Vervolgens
is een periode van tenminste 3 weken vereist om de conceptrapportage
aan te leveren en – onder voorbehoud en afhankelijk van agenda’s –
nog eens een periode van 3 weken om de definitieve rapportage aan te
bieden en daarmee de werkzaamheden af te ronden.
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Bijlage H

Eindrapport Audit Bathymetry Service Chain

...............................................................................

Eindrapport Audit Bathymetry Service
Chain
in het kader van het GO-Project “Towards implementation of
the BAS within Rijkswaterstaat”

Auteurs:

ir. Leon Hendriks
Nicholas Nass MIM RI

AeroVision
IBAS ICT

Documenthistorie
Versienummer Auteurs

datum

Opmerkingen

0.1

Leon Hendriks
Nicholas Nass

14 december
2005

Versie bestemd voor ARGOSS
en RWS;Aangeboden voor
commentaar;

1.0

Leon Hendriks
Nicholas Nass

19 december
2005

Definitieve versie
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H.1

Inleiding

Op maandag 12 december 2005 is door de auditors een audit
uitgevoerd bij ARGOSS in het kader van het project “Towards
implementation of the BAS within Rijkswaterstaat”. Het doel van de
audit luidde “To ascertain that the service is at the level of operational
readiness by having an audit“. De audit zelf is uitgevoerd met als
referentie de audit requirements, versie 3.0, als vastgesteld door de
opdrachtgever (zie hoofdstuk 4 van dit totaalrapport, originele
Nederlandse versie in Bijlage G, Auditvereisten ARGOSS/BAS).

H.2

Auditobjecten

In de projectbeschrijving van het project “Towards implementation of
the BAS within Rijkswaterstaat” worden bij workpackage 4 “Production
Software” de volgende door ARGOSS aan te tonen objecten
gedefinieerd:
• Version management
• Functional description BAS Software
• Case administration and management
Bij workpackage 5 wordt het volgende door ARGOSS aan te tonen
object gedefinieerd :
• Functional description of the production process including a risk
analysis and a cost/benefit analysis.
Bij workpackage 6 wordt het volgende door ARGOSS aan te tonen
object gedefinieerd :
• Process quality procedures including the metadata required by RWS.
De Audit requirements vragen ARGOSS aan deze eisen te voldoen door
middel van het opleveren van de volgende documenten :
• BAS Product definition
• BAS Quality Assurance
• BAS Functional description
• BAS Operator Instructions
• BAS Systems management description.
De audit heeft zich gericht op deze laatstgenoemde documenten
waarbij zowel de inhoud van de documenten als de aantoonbaarheid
van de maatregelen onderwerp van de audit zijn geweest.

H.3

Bevindingen algemeen

H.3.1

Document review

De document review die vooraf is gegaan aan de uitgevoerde audit bij
ARGOSS geeft, in het algemeen, een volledige beschrijving van de
inhoud van het proces en de instrumenten (met name BAS Software)
die erbij worden gehanteerd. Naleving van hetgeen in de documentatie
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is genoteerd zal een beheerst proces inclusief een effectieve
kwaliteitsborging opleveren.
Production planning
Het is de auditors opgevallen dat service class level 1 en service class
level 2 expliciet worden genoemd, maar dat in de uitwerking van het
productieproces en het kwaliteitssysteem bij activiteiten niet wordt
vermeld of ze generiek van aard zijn of specifiek voorbehouden zijn aan
een specifieke service class.
De aandacht die in de documentatie wordt besteed aan de long
term survey planning van de RWS en de relatie ervan met de long term
project planning van ARGOSS wekt de indruk dat uitsluitend deze
lange termijn commitment van de RWS het produceren van de BAS
Dieptekaarten mogelijk maakt. Met name hoofdstuk 7, paragraaf 1, is
hierin zeer stellig. Desgevraagd blijken deze voorwaarden een
uitwerking te zijn die geacht wordt tegemoet te komen aan de eis van
de RWS dat de BAS service voor een periode van 6 jaar moet worden
gegarandeerd. Andere, meer ad hoc verstrekte opdrachten kunnen
eveneens worden uitgevoerd.
Bas 2d Kernel
De Operator manual geeft een overview van bedieningsfuncties dat
goed aansluit bij de map production workflow die elders in de
documentatie wordt geleverd. Ook de opgenomen instructies zijn
taakgericht en helder. Als zodanig is deze beschrijving sluitend. Echter,
wat ontbreekt zijn instructies aan de operator die duidelijk maken
wanneer een activiteit is afgerond en met de volgende activiteit kan
worden aangevangen. Oftewel de meta instructies, die de
proceskwaliteit borgen.
H.3.2

Auditbevindingen

Management commitment
De auditors hebben vastgesteld dat het management van ARGOSS
groot belang hecht aan de vereisten van een beheerst proces en
volledig achter de tot nog toe geleverde inspanningen staat.
Systems management
De auditors hebben vastgesteld dat ARGOSS in zijn systems
management voldoet aan de vereisten van expliciete scheiding van
ontwikkel-, test- en operationele omgevingen. Ook is een systeem van
versiebeheer geïmplementeerd en is de aanwezigheid van case
administration en management aangetoond. Deze maatregelen zijn
echter niet opgenomen in het document Bathymetry Service Chain,
versie 2.0, september 2005 en formele documentatie ervan ontbreekt.
Production Process
De procesbeschrijving van de productie is sluitend en komt – naar het
oordeel van de auditors – overeen met de feitelijke praktijk. De
gevraagde risico-analyse (overeenkomstig de vereisten als geformuleerd
in workpackage 5) ontbreekt.
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De auditors hebben vastgesteld dat de data die aan de
opdrachtgever worden geleverd reproduceerbaar zijn. Dat wil zeggen
dat ARGOSS aantoonbaar in staat is op basis van de oorspronkelijke
brongegevens en de daadwerkelijk gehanteerde BAS-versie en -scripts
nogmaals een identiek eindproduct op te leveren. Een en ander
natuurlijk voor de duur van de contractueel overeengekomen
bewaartermijn.
Cost/benefit analysis
Ten aanzien van de kosten/batenanalyse (eveneens vereist in het
projectplan) is al eerder tijdens de uitvoeringsfase van het project
vastgesteld dat ARGOSS in staat is aan te geven welke prijs zij per
dieptekaart in rekening kunnen brengen, maar dat de RWS minder
makkelijk in staat is de besparing in vaklodingen te kwantificeren. Wel
is tijdens de uitvoering van het project de aanname dat toepassing van
deze methodologie een evidente besparing oplevert, bevestigd. Deze
analyse is niet expliciet betrokken bij de audit.
Quality Assurance
Ten aanzien van Quality Assurance hebben de auditors vastgesteld dat
het beschreven kwaliteitssysteem de activiteiten bevat die
kwaliteitsborging mogelijk maken, maar dat de kwaliteitsdocumenten in
de beschrijving ontbreken. Ook een indicatie van bevoegdheden en
verantwoordelijkheden ontbreekt. Tevens is het de auditors opgevallen
dat het kwaliteitsborgingproces wel een risicoanalyse bevat, in
tegenstelling tot het productieproces.
Feitelijk blijkt het beschreven kwaliteitsproces niet aantoonbaar te
worden nageleefd. Dat wil zeggen dat de verschillende stappen als
beschreven in figuur 4 en 5 (pag. 49 en 50 van het document
Bathymetry Service chain, versie 2.0, september 2005, pag. 74 and 75
in hoofdstuk 3 van dit eindrapport) niet aantoonbaar worden
nageleefd en dat benodigde kwaliteitsdocumenten ontbreken. Voor de
auditors is niet duidelijk in hoeverre de aanbevelingen die in paragraaf
7.2.7 van het document Bathymetry service chain, versie 2.0 ,
september 2005 (paragraaf 3.7.2.7 in dit eindrapport), worden
beschreven in termen van risicoanalyse, feitelijk in de praktijk worden
toegepast.
ARGOSS deelt desgevraagd mee dat de implementatie van een
volledig kwaliteit-managementsysteem slechts een kwestie van tijd is.
Op dit moment is de vraag naar dieptekaarten die met behulp van BAS
worden geproduceerd nog niet voldoende groot om de extra
investeringen hierin te rechtvaardigen.
De eveneens vereiste metadata aan de hand waarvan de RWS
zelfstandig kan vaststellen dat het geleverde product geproduceerd is
aan de hand van de vereiste brongegevens, zijn aantoonbaar aanwezig
en volledig.

H.4

Conclusies algemeen

Op basis van de bovengenoemde bevindingen hebben de auditors
vastgesteld dat ARGOSS voldoet aan de vereisten van
reproduceerbaarheid en verifieerbaarheid van het geleverde
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eindproduct. Opmerking hierbij is wel dat het productieproces zelf niet
achteraf verifieerbaar en reproduceerbaar is.
Op basis van de bovengenoemde bevindingen hebben de
auditors vastgesteld dat ARGOSS zorgvuldig omgaat met borging van
productkwaliteit maar dat het productieproces en het
kwaliteitsborgingproces ogenschijnlijk als twee verschillende zaken
worden beoordeeld. Zo wordt het beschreven productieproces
nauwkeurig en zorgvuldig nageleefd en het kwaliteitsproces niet.
Gegeven de kennis die binnen ARGOSS aanwezig is en die
feitelijk wordt ingezet bij alle stappen van het productieproces, is de
kans dat thans de vereiste productiekwaliteit niet zou worden gehaald,
verwaarloosbaar. Echter, zodra de vraag toeneemt, zal ARGOSS, niet
langer de waarborg kunnen leveren dat het huidige niveau van
materie- en methodekennis op alle stappen van het productieproces
kan worden ingezet. Dan neemt de kans toe dat de opgeleverde
eindproducten niet voldoen aan de vereisten. Invoering van het
beschreven kwaliteitssysteem zal, mits de benodigde kwaliteitsdocumenten aan het systeem worden toegevoegd, dit risico effectief
mitigeren.
De Operator manual die thans voorhanden is, bevat adequate
informatie voor de ARGOSS medewerkers die nu op het
productieproces worden ingezet. Hun materie-, systeem- en
methodekennis is dermate diepgaand, dat geen risico van
onoordeelkundig gebruik van de BAS 2d Kernel aanwezig is. Zodra
medewerkers worden ingezet die minder diepgaande kennis hebben, is
dit risico wel aanwezig en voldoen de huidige bedieningsinstructies niet
langer.
Het risico dat gegevens van derden niet blijken te kloppen en dus
aan de hand van foutieve brongegevens wordt gewerkt, wordt thans in
de huidige praktijk niet genomen omdat de betrokken medewerkers
over een zodanige materie en inhoudelijke kennis beschikken, dat een
dergelijke fout wordt gedetecteerd. Echter, zodra deze kennis niet
langer op alle stappen van het proces kan worden ingezet, zal zonder
twijfel de aangegeven validatie als formele eerste stap in het
productieproces expliciet dienen te worden uitgevoerd en
gedocumenteerd.

H.5

Aanbevelingen

De auditors zouden de ARGOSS organisatie willen adviseren de huidige
beschrijving van productieproces en kwaliteitssysteem te ontdoen van
klantspecifieke vereisten die – overigens – voor de borging van het
product en de dienst ook van minder belang zijn.
De auditors zijn van mening dat specifieke leveringsvoorwaarden
die verband houden met specifieke klantwensen (RWS 6 jaar
beschikbaarheid; ARGOSS long term survey planning) niet een plaats
zouden moeten hebben in de documentatie van het productie proces,
maar in de contractadministratie.
De inzet van ARGOSS is nog altijd zeer productgericht en daarin
slaagt ARGOSS goed. Toch verdient het aanbeveling het meer facilitaire
karakter van kwaliteitszorg zodanig te optimaliseren dat deze op korte
termijn al een plaats krijgt in het productieproces.
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De auditors zijn van mening dat juist het kennisintensieve
karakter van de Bathymetry Service Chain potentieel het grootste risico
met zich meebrengt en dat het daarom voor de langere termijn wijs is
zowel de operatorinstructies als het systeemmanagement te
ondersteunen met meer inhoudelijke en robuuste documentatie.

H.6

Eindconclusie

ARGOSS is een dienstverlener die diensten aanbiedt die zeer
kennisintensief zijn. Bovendien is het een innovatief bedrijf dat veel
resources investeert in innovaties. De Bathymetry Service Chain is
hiervan een treffend voorbeeld.
In het algemeen is de centrale focus van dergelijke bedrijven
gericht op productinnovatie en zo is het ook met ARGOSS. Meer
triviale zaken als procesbeheersing hebben niet automatisch de
belangstelling van de medewerkers. Niettemin is ARGOSS erin geslaagd
het productieproces zodanig in te richten dat sprake is van een
aantoonbaar reproduceerbaar en verifieerbaar eindproduct. Bovendien
is al een voorschot genomen op een volgende fase waar het bedrijf
naar toe zal migreren waarin nog meer managementaandacht zal
uitgaan naar het efficiënt en effectief inrichten van het productieproces.
Daarom zijn de auditors van mening dat binnen ARGOSS sprake
is van een aantoonbaar beheerste productie die in alle opzichten
voldoet aan de vereisten als geformuleerd in de projectbeschrijving:
“the service is at the level of operational readiness”. Derhalve behoeft
bij de Rijkswaterstaat geen twijfel te bestaan over de mate waarin
ARGOSS klaar is om langjarig de productie van dieptekaarten voor de
specifiek aangeduide gebieden te leveren tegen de vereiste service en
productvereisten als gedefinieerd in de RWS user requirements.
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Bijlage I

Toelichting bij vragen van ARGOSS en Rijkswaterstaat over auditrapport

...............................................................................
Omdat het auditrapport, zoals opgenomen in Bijlage H, voor ARGOSS
en Rijkswaterstaat nog vragen opwierp, die door de auditoren
weliswaar zijn beantwoord maar niet tot een aangescherpt auditrapport
hebben geleid, zijn hier integraal deze vragen opgenomen met de
antwoorden zoals gegeven door de auditoren.
ARGOSS:
§ H.3.2 onder Production Process: “De gevraagde risicoanalyse (...)
ontbreekt”’ Wat is dit anders dan 'risk analysis' in sectie 7.2.7 op pag.
51 van "The Bathymetry Service Chain 2.0"?
LH/NN: In de projectspecificaties wordt gevraagd naar een risicoanalyse
van het productieproces. De risicoanalyse die wij aantroffen heeft
inhoudelijk betrekking op het product en niet op het productieproces
en maakt onderdeel uit van het QA-proces dat niet is
geïmplementeerd. Dit is een bevinding en geen waardeoordeel.
Daarmee is niet gezegd dat de bestaande productrisicoanalyse
vooralsnog niet voldoet.
RWS AGI:
§ H.4, tweede zin begrijp ik niet: product wel maar productieproces
niet verifieerbaar en reproduceerbaar?
LH/NN: Het product kan door ARGOSS op ieder moment opnieuw
worden vervaardigd. Dat wil zeggen dat het eindresultaat van diverse
processtappen voor hergebruik bewaard is gebleven. Het
productieproces zelf (de processtappen zelf en de erbij behorende data
als actor, datum, tijdstip etc.) is niet vastgelegd en dus ook niet
reproduceerbaar of verifieerbaar.
Het kennelijke onderscheid tussen het productieproces en
kwaliteitsborgingproces dat jullie zien is mij niet geheel duidelijk. Een
risicoanalyse lijkt mij bij het laatste behoren, terwijl jullie in § H.3.2
onder 'Production Process' en 'Quality Assurance' suggereren dat beide
processen hun eigen risicoanalyse zouden moeten hebben. § H.4
tweede alinea suggereert ook dit onderscheid tussen beide processen
dat ik niet begrijp. Naar mijn gevoel is een kwaliteitsborgingproces
ondersteunend aan het productieproces en in dat geval is de tweede
alinea niet te begrijpen.
LH/NN: Een risicoanalyse kan onderdeel uitmaken van het
productieproces of onderdeel uitmaken van de kwaliteitsborging. Op
zichzelf is dat lood om oud ijzer. Wel interessant is welke objecten
onderworpen worden aan de risicoanalyse, hoe deze wordt uitgevoerd,
welke beheersingsmaatregelen worden getroffen en hoe een en ander
wordt gedocumenteerd. In dit geval is het relevant op te merken dat in
het projectplan de risicoanalyse nadrukkelijk is gerelateerd aan het
productie en onderdeel uitmaakt van de QA.
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Ten aanzien van het onderscheid dat wordt aangegeven, nog het
volgende. Wij hebben geconstateerd dat ARGOSS veel inspanning
heeft gestopt in het creëren van verifieerbaarheid en
reproduceerbaarheid van het product en daarin ook zijn geslaagd. We
constateren ook dat zij een QA proces hebben ontworpen. Tenslotte
constateren wij dat het productieproces daadwerkelijk wordt uitgevoerd
overeenkomstig de beschrijving ervan, maar het QA proces niet. Dat
onderscheid geven wij aan.
In § H.3.2 onder 'Quality assurance' wordt gemeld dat de
kwaliteitsdocumenten ontbreken: welke zijn dit dan; is het
voorliggende ARGOSS-document niet voldoende?
LH/NN: kwaliteitsdocument zijn de weerslag van kwaliteitsborging in
productieproces zelf. Die worden in het huidige productieproces niet
opgesteld, zo hebben wij geconstateerd. (zie ook de opmerking 2 in de
reactie van ARGOSS) Ook worden ze niet vermeld in de beschrijving
van het QA proces.
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Bijlage J
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